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ABSTRACT

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE INITIAL STAGES
OF PREPARATORY AUDIATION
by Wendy K Hicks
Doctor of Philosophy
Temple University, 1993
Major Advisor Dr Edwin E. Gordon
The purpose of this exploratory research was to provide a record of the responses
made by young children to music stimuli during acculturation so that the practical
application of the music learning theory for newborn and young children may be enhanced
and specific findings may be studied further While young children were being exposed to
a variety of tonalities and meters over the period of one academic year, comparisons were
made of 1) their responses to a familiar song, sung to each child individually, without text,
at specific intervals, 2) their responses to four unfamiliar songs, sung to each child
individually, without text, at specific intervals, 3) the familiar-song responses elicited in
procedure 1 and the unfamiliar-song responses elicited in procedure 2, and 4) the familiarsong responses and the unfamiliar-song responses arranged to neutralize the vanables of
order (familiar/unfamiliar) and time of response (beginning of class/end of class) Eight of
twenty-two children, enrolled in a private music school participated in the study. Intact
classes were randomly assigned an instructional music content series. Each class received
iv

twenty thirty-minute music lessons of chanting, singing, and movement activities without
texts During the fifth, tenth, fifteenth, and twentieth lessons, videotaped recordings were
made of each child's responses to a familiar song ana an unfamiliar song without text.
Three observers independently viewed the videotapes and made writtenrecordingsof each
child's responses Those responses were categorized as looking responses, non-pulsating
responses, pulsating responses, miscellaneous responses, vocal responses, and responses
of anticipation The percentages of agreement among the observers for those responses
ranged from 0% - 100% The majority of responses made by young children were looking
responses Many non-pulsating responses, pulsating responses, miscellaneous responses,
and responses of anticipation were also recorded Several conclusions may be made as a
result of this study First, as they are continuously acculturated to music, some young
children anticipate music and often physically and independently respond to music during
silence Second, some young children who are exposed to songs without texts performed
by adults who accompany themselves with movement, respond to that stimuli without
verbally or nonverbally being asked to respond or told to respond Third, the movement
responses made by young children to music are developmental and are at least dependent
upon the fluctuation of physical and audiation maturation. Moreover, it may be expected
that young children begin to make purposeful movement responses to music before they
begin to make purposeful vocal responses to music. Fourth, young children who are
acculturated to a variety of tonalities and meters can profit from those experiences

v
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Introduction
Music aptitude, music understanding, music achievement, and music appreciation
are each dependent upon audiation, one's abiUty to hear and comprehend music for which
the sound is not physically present.1 According to Edwin E. Gordon, before one actually
begins to audiate, he proceeds through preparatory stages of audiation.2 A child may or
may not acquire the abiUty to audiate before his music aptitude3 stabiUzes at age nine. If he
begins to audiate before his music aptitude stabiUzes, he increases the opportunities for
music enjoyment through audiation throughout his life.4 Consequently, an understanding
of the stages of preparatory audiation is necessary for optimal music education. There is
little objective information, however, about how a child proceeds through the stages of
preparatory audiation.

*Edwin E. Gordon, Learning Sequences in Music: Skill, Content, and Patterns
(Chicago: G.I.A. PubUcations, Inc., 1988), 7.
2

Edwin E. Gordon, A Music Learning Theory for Newborn and Young Children
(Chicago: G.I.A. PubUcations, Inc., 1990), 29-30.
^Gordon provides a complete description of developmental music aptitude and
stabiUzed music aptitude in The Nature, Description, Measurement, and Evaluation of
Music Aptitudes (Chicago: G.I.A. PubUcations, Inc., 1987).
4

Gordon, Learning Sequences in Music, 3-4.

2

A child gains levels of fluency5 within music syntax by developing an
understanding of sound that is organized and structured by some or all of the following
pitch, tonality, duration, meter, tempo, form, style, harmony, modulations, dynamics, and
timbre 6 According to Gordon, fluency within music syntax is best fostered if a child is
informally prepared to audiate through unstructured and structured guidance dunng the
stages of developmental music aptitude.7 Some music educators have begun to realize that
a child's development of fluency within music syntax may be much like his development of
fluency within language
As an infant learns to function in his environment, he naturally begins to understand
the syntax of language In the initial stages of language c ;velopment, he is exposed to as
many sounds as his environment may provide

Gradually, through sensonmotor

responses, he perceives those sounds, and begins to listen to them, to babble with them, to
discriminate among them, and to formulate them into useful categones that enable him to
think and communicate.8 Without formal instruction, a normally intelligent child achieves a
functional amount of fluency in the production and comprehension of language by the time
he enters elementary school 9
5

For the purpose of this research, fluency within music syntax is the degree to
which one has developed the coordination of her innate abilities to breathe, move, and
chant, or to breathe, move, and sing
6

Gordon, A Music Learning Theory for Newborn and Young Children, 22.

7

Ibid, 1.

8

Manlyn P. Zimmerman, "State of the Art in Early Childhood Music Education and
Research," in The Young Child and Music: Contemporary Principles in Child
Development and Music Education, ed. Jacquelyn Boswell (Reston, Virginia: Music
Educators National Conference, 1985), 67.
9

Melinda Y. Small, Cognitive Development (San Diego: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, Inc., 1990), 124.

3
In order to understand language syntax, a child begins to build a listening
vocabulary through his sense of heanng. A child's listening vocabulary in language is the
basis for his speaking vocabulary, which in turn is the basis for his reading and writing
vocabularies. The more varied and nch the listening vocabulary in language, the more a
child may achieve his full potential for acquiring language syntax.10 The same would seem
to be true for music syntax development.
As a child begins to build a listening vocabulary and begins to babble in the sounds
of his language environment, he also begins to build a listening vocabulary and to babble11
in the sounds of his music environment. Just as exposure to language and babbling with
the sounds of language may be thought of as preparatory thinking in the syntax of
language, exposure to language and babbling with the sounds of music may be thought of
as preparatory audiation in the syntax of music.12 Gordon has labeled three types and
seven stages of preparatory audiation.13 Acculturation, the initial type of audiation, is
defined in three stages:
1) ABSORPTION: hearing and aurally collecting the sounds of music m
the environment.
2) RANDOM RESPONSE: moving and babbling in response to, but
without relation to, the sounds of music in the environment.

10

Gordon, A Music Learning Theory for Newborn and Young Children, 33.

11

According to Gordon, music babble is "the 'musical' sounds children make
before they develop their senses of subjective tonality and subjective meter." A Music
Learning Theory for Newborn and Young Children, 120.
12
13

Ibid., 19.

Gordon provides a complete explanation of the three types and seven stages of
preparatory audiation in A Music Learning Theory for Newborn and Young Children.

4
3) PURPOSEFUL RESPONSE: trying to relate movement and babble to
the sounds of music in the environment.14
For children in all stages of preparatory audiation, listening is fundamental. Among
the many types of music activities Gordon suggests for very young children who are in the
stages of acculturation, he advises that teachers and parents should take special care to
model short, repetitive songs in a vanety of tonalities and meters while performing free and
flowing movements for individual children. Gordon theonzes that the specific tonalities,
keyalities, harmonies, meters, and tempos of those songs are not important. Rather, what
is important is that children hear songs in a diversity of tonalities, keyalities, harmonies,
meters, and tempos, so that they may develop their Ustening vocabularies.15 In his
opinion, "Should children listen to an abundance of music in the same tonality and in the
same meter, that type of overleaming will inhibit their learning with ease other tonalities
and meters when they engage in higher stages and types of preparatory audiation, and in
audiation itself."16 Gordon states that teachers and parents need to continually familiarize
young children with a variety of songs in at least major, harmonic minor, mixolydian, and
dorian tonalities, and in at least usual duple, usual tnple, unusual paired, and unusual
unpaired meters. As a result, he beUeves that children will develop bonds with those
tonaUties and meters in music.17
To make children's bonding with tonalities and meters as accessible as possible,
Gordon advises that songs for children be performed without text. According to Gordon,
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text does not help children develop fluency in music syntax. In fact, songs with text may
make it difficult for children to comprehend the differences between language syntax and
music syntax. Therefore, neutral syllables are recommended for songs performed by
adults who are guiding young children through acculturation in music syntax.18
Analysis of music syntax and the development of music fluency among young
children has led other music educators to suggest that although the language environment
and the music environment occur simultaneously, they may best be studied and learned in
isolation. Music education researcher, Mary E. Hoffman states:
Songs present competing stimuli to the young learner that often
mitigate against interaction with the event. For example, the young child
reacts to the stimulus of the words of a song, but the music, its pitch and
rhythm sounds, competes with the words for the attention of the learner.
Body actions added to a song compete with both words and music. Some
young children are able to process words and music together into a song at
an early age while others at the same age "speak/sing" with more attention to
words than rhythm or pitch. Some children only respond to the movements
added to a song.19
An observation such as Hoffman's has great implications for the music educators of
young children. She advocates that children be informally introduced to songs through
humming, sing-chanting, and exploration of sound producing instruments. Then, through
the careful sequencing of skiUs development, children should be guided in the performance
of songs with text and body actions. Casual introduction to songs as mentioned by
Hoffman would initiaUy require that children be encouraged to participate in music without
the use of language.20
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Indeed, perhaps the best way to become acculturated in music syntax is to be
exposed to music and to babble with music that is free of language. For a young child who
is busy acquinng language syntax, attention to music syntax may be enhanced when
language is not a distracting force. Unfortunately, most adults are not as fluent in music
syntax as they are in language syntax. As a result, many adults rely on language for
guiding a child through the acculturation of music syntax, and then they confuse a child's
inability to sing a song with the child's ability to repeat the words of a song m the sort of
speak/sing voice mentioned by Hoffman.21 Consequently, the importance of the listening
stages of preparatory audiation, the stages that enable a chUd to build a vocabulary of music
sounds that are discriminated as different from language sounds, is often overlooked by
adults as they resort to their own comfort with language syntax when trying to guide young
children through the development of music syntax.
Ideally, according to Gordon, stage one of the acculturation type of preparatory
audiation, the initial listening stage, takes place from birth and continues through the first
eighteen months of life. During stage one, a child does not make specific responses to
music stimuU, but he does hear music in his environment, and he begins to categorize those
sounds.22
As a child begins to make natural babble sounds and movements, he enters stage
two of preparatory audiation. Gordon beUeves that stages one and two of preparatory
audiation probably overlap for most chUdren. Ideally, stage two should occur between
ages one and three. That is, between the ages of one and three, children should begin to
babble in music sounds. Concurrently, most children continue to sometimes respond to
music through Ustening. In stage two, Gordon recommends that teachers and parents
21
22
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continue to sing songs without text in a vanety of tonalities and meters while performing
relaxed movements for individual children. Those relaxed movements should be free
flowing, much unlike the specific body actions to songs intended by Hoffman. No specific
music responses should be expected of a child who is in stage two of the acculturation type
of preparatory audiation. A child who is in this stage, however, will begin to make
random, uncoordinated movement and babble responses to music stimuli in the
environment.23
The initial random, uncoordinated movement and babble responses to music stimuU
made by children who are in stage two of preparatory audiation may be a result of adult
modeling, and Gordon provides guidelines for adults who sing to and move for children.
He suggests that adults who sing to children should do so in full voice.24 Moreover,
Gordon proposes that the modeling of sensitive movement is probably the most neglected
aspect of a child's acculturation to music; and therefore, it is imperative that tonally and
rhythmically competent adults accompany themselves with relaxed, free flowing and
continuous movements when guiding children through the initial stages of preparatory
audiation. For those young children, the modeling of marching, clapping, or tapping to
macro beats or micro beats is not recommended.25
When a child begins to make purposeful movement and vocal responses to music
stimuli, Gordon suggests that he has entered stage three of preparatory audiation.
Purposeful music responses occur as a child actively or passively listens26 to music and
23
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tries to relate his movements and vocalizations to that music. For most children, stage three
begins when they are approximately eighteen months old and continues until they are about
three years old. Because normal children are usually fully engrossed in the process of
developing an understanding and use of language syntax when they are eighteen months
old, it may be deduced that their continued exposure to music syntax and their continued
encouragement to babble m music void of language optimizes their abilities to discriminate
between language syntax and music syntax and to concentrate on music syntax.27
Therefore, children in stage three of preparatory audiation require the individual attention of
teachers, parents, and other adults who sing to them songs without text in a vanety of
tonalities and meters.
According to Gordon, music instruction for children in stages one and two of
acculturation should be unstructured and informal. That is, exposure is the rule of thumb,
and no specific responses are expected, nor is a specific plan of skiU development
followed. Music instruction for children in stage three of acculturation remains informal,
and exposure to songs without text in a variety of tonalities and meters is of great
importance. As a child begins to make purposeful responses, however, music instruction
should be structured in relationship to the tonal patterns and rhythm patterns that children
are encouraged to sing and chant.28
For Gordon, the purpose of stage three of acculturation is to encourage music
responses, but not to encourage exact music responses from a child.29 Gordon claims that
teaching a child how to make musical responses is not the objective of any stage of music
27
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acculturation. Rather, exposure to the syntax of music in informal musical ways provides
the opportunities for a child to teach himself the orders of sound that are music. Never,
during guidance through the stages of preparatory audiation, should a child be forced to
participate in music activity or be forced to make a music response.30
Perhaps the most renowned studies of the development of music syntax were
conducted by Moorhead and Pond at the Pillsbury Foundation School. The Pillsbury
Foundation School was furnished with a variety of percussion instruments that could easily
be manipulated by children between the ages of one and eight Phonograph recordings of a
variety of music were available. All instruments and recordings meant for music making
were available to all of the children all of the time.31 The researchers made extensive
wntten records of the children's spontaneous creation of chants and songs. Moorhead and
Pond came to the conclusion that for young children, music is primarily the discovery of
sound.32 Moreover, when left to their own devices, young children create the types of
chant associated with the music of so-called "primitive" cultures. That is, children create
songs and chants by combining a limited vocabulary of tonal patterns, rhythm patterns, and
words.33
The purpose of the PiUsbury studies was to observe chUdren creating music in a
"natural" setting where children were provided with phonograph recordings and percussion
instruments. No unstructured or structured informal guidance specificaUy in music syntax
was given to the children who participated in the studies. Though Moorhead and Pond
30
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made many observations about how children create music through exploration and
assimilation of sounds, they did not record the initial responses made by young children
who individually receive exposure to various tonalities, meters, and movements by tonally
and rhythmically competent adults.
Fox34 and Andress35 are leading creators of music education programs for very
young children. Both Fox and Andress promote the modeling of songs with text and
movements performed by parents and teachers who follow their approaches. Neither Fox
nor Andress promotes the modeling of songs without text for children. Moreover, neither
Fox nor Andress suggests that the exposure to songs performed in a variety of tonalities
and meters with free flowing movements by a tonally and rhythmicaUy competent adult is
of any importance in the development of music syntax among young children.
Gordon has provided a learning theory specifically designed to explain how
newborn and young children develop an understanding of music syntax. Unlike other
researchers of the developmental nature of music understanding, he acknowledges
audiation, a type of cognition that is independent of language and dependent on music, as
the basis of his theory. According to Gordon, before a child actually audiates, however, he
passes through the stages of preparatory audiation.
Guidance through acculturation, the initial type of audiation experienced by a child,
should consist of parents and teachers demonstrating the uniqueness of music syntax to a
child. Ultimately, that guidance should provide the necessary environment for optimum
music audiation, music aptitude, music achievement, and music enjoyment. According to
^Donna Bnnk Fox, "Music TIME and Music Times Two: The Eastman InfantToddler Music Program," in Promising Practices: PreUndergarten Music Education, ed.
Barbara Andress (Reston: Music Educators National Conference, 1989), 13-24.
35
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Gordon, an important part of each young child's guidance through the initial stages of
acculturation is the individual attention he receives from adults who perform songs without
text in a variety of tonalities and meters while accompanying themselves with relaxed, free
flowing, and continuous movements. Presently, there is no objective record of how
children who are being guided through the initial stages of preparatory audiation respond to
that type of music stimuli The purpose of this exploratory research was to provide a
record of the responses made by young children to music stimuli during acculturation so
that the practical application of the music learning theory for newborn and young children
may be enhanced and specific findings may be studied further

Problems
The following were the four problems of this study
While young children were being exposed to a vanety of tonalities and meters over
the penod of one academic year, compansons were made of
1) their responses to a familiar song, sung to each child individually, without text, at
specific intervals,
2) their responses to four unfamiliar songs, sung to each child individually, without text, at
specific intervals,
3) the familiar-song responses elicited in procedure 1 and the unfamiliar-song responses
elicited in procedure 2, and
4) the familiar-song responses and the unfamiliar-song responses arranged to neutralize the
variables of order (familiar/unfamiliar) and time of response (beginning of class/end of
class).
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED RESEARCH
Relatively little research has been undertaken to gain information about the
responses made by very young children to familiar and unfamiliar songs without text.
Therefore, the research directly related to the present study is limited. The study that relates
most directly to the present study is one designed by Moog.

The Moog Study
Moog conducted a large-scale cross-sectional investigative study of responses made
by nearly 500 young children to a variety of live and recorded music and nonmusic
sounds. 36 The children who participated in the study were of the following ages: six
months, nine months, one year, eighteen months, two years, two and one-half years, three
years, three and one-half years, four and one-half years, or five and one-half years. The
researcher made wntten records of theresponsesof children and of the verbal observations
made by each child's parents. Percentages of responses among children were categorized
by the chronological ages of the children. From his observations, Moog developed a
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normative description of how he believes young children learn to make music during the
first six years of Ufe.
The five senes of music examples and one senes of nonmusic sound examples that
were played over a loudspeaker for each child are hsted below in Table 1. Each child heard
all music and nonmusic examples at least once.
Table 1.

Test Senes of Music Examples and Nonmusic Sound Examples for
the Moog Study

Test Series 1 - Thiee Children's Songs
1.1 Ring-A-Ring O'Roses
1.2 The Gay Tyroleans
1.3 Sleep, Baby, Sleep
Test Series 2 - Three Combinations of Words and Rhythm
2.1 Words with rhythm
2.2 Rhythm with words added
2.3 Nonsense-word rhythm
Test Series 3 - "Pure" Rhythms from Musikfiir Kinder, Volume V,
Carl Orff and Gunild Keetman, Mainz, n.d.
3.1 Rhythm for different percussion instruments
3.2 Clapping-stamping rhythm
3.3 Drum rhythm played on three hand-drums
Test Series 4 - Instrumental Music
4.1 Twelve-note melody, Helmut Moog, Bread from Stones,
unpublished, 1957.
4.2 Extract from the first movement of the Fourth
Symphony composed by Anton Bruckner
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Table 1.

(continued)
4.3 Popular song, Seeman, lass sal Traumen
4.4 String quartet, Sleep, Baby, Sleep, arranged by
Helmut Moog

Test Series 5 - Cacophonies
5.1 String quartet, Sleep, Baby, Sleep, from Series 4.4 with
altered parts
5.2 Suing quartet, Sleep, Baby, Sleep, from Senes 4.4 with
altered parts
5.3 Homorhythmic cacophony (Four melodies played
simultaneously so that the keys of B major, B flat major,
C major and D major are heard simultaneously)
Test Series 6 - Nonmusical Noises
6.1 Sound of a vacuum cleaner
6.2 Traffic Noise37

Moog's detailed observations of responses made by children to each type of test
series he administered are reported in Beginn und erste Entwicklung des Musikerlebens im
Kindesalter (Dissertation, Koln, 1963) and Das Musikerleben des Vorschulpflichtigen
Kindes (Mainz: Schott & Co., 1968). General findings categorized by the following
chronological age groups: birth to one year, one to two years, two to three years, three to
four years, and four to six years are reported in The Musical Experience of the Preschool
Child, a summary of the two Moog volumes that was translated by Claudia Clarke.

37
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Moog's observations of children whose ages are from birth to two years relate most
directly to the present study. Dunng the first year of life, Moog reports that children
initially react passively to music. The most common passive response is one of a calming
effect that usually results in sleep. That calming effect may be considered a response to
music among children as young as five or six weeks, and it continues to be the most
common response to music until children reach the age of four, five, or six months.
During that time, children begm to make activeresponsesto music.
Initial active responses to music are head turns toward the sound source, looks of
astonishment, restlessness, and cessation of feeding. At sometime dunng the fifth, sixth,
seventh, or eighth month of life, most children begin to sit up and make repetitive motor
movements of whole-body swaying, rocking, and bouncing Children do not synchronize
those movements to meter and rhythm. The qualities of those movements may differ with
each child. Some children are quite hesitant when moving while others are quite forceful.
Some children also make conducting movements with their arms and kicking movements
with their legs.
Moog reports that before engaging in movement responses to music, each child
engages in a stage of pure Ustening. That stage of pure listening may begin during the twoto-eight-week penod that follows a child's initial activeresponseto music.
After developing through the passive music response stage and the initial movement
stages of active responses to music, children begin to make two types of active vocal
responses to music. Moog labeled chuckling, crowing, or babbling expressions of
pleasure made during or immediately after exposure to music as "vocalizations." Most
children begin to make vocaUzations at approximately six months of age.
Moog labeled the other initial vocal response as "musical babbling." Children make
that type of response on one vowel or on very few syllables without words. They use a
wide range of pitches resulting in microtonal, descending intervals and ascending leaps,
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without resemblance to a diatonic tonal system, and without objective meter. Musical
babbling occurs sometime two to four months after a child begins speech babble. Moog
reports that children first vocally respond to music through speech babble. Before children
actually pronounce their first words, however, they begin to sing their first songs of
musical babbling.
Most of the children Moog observed were making vocal responses to music by the
age of nine months. One-half of those children responded with musical babbling. None of
the children Moog observed, however, could actually imitate rhythm or pitch. Most
children were also unable to imitate the words of the music. Nonetheless, the researcher
recorded some likenesses to speech sounds after children had gained familiarity through
repeated exposure to music examples. Children who are between the ages of nine months
and one year may make famihar movements to familiar songs, and they may make those
movements upon hearing those songs or the chanting of the words of those songs in
rhythm and in meter. During that period, children also begin to make responses of
rejectiontomusic they do not wish to hear.
According to Moog, between the ages of nine months and one year the number of
music responses made by children increases by twenty percent. Between the ages of
twelve months and fifteen months, the increase in the number of music responses made by
children is not as great, and between the ages of eighteen months and two years, the
number of responses decreases by twenty percent. Although the number of music
responses made by children decreases dunng the second year of life, those responses
increase in variety, length, and intensity. Moog attributes the increase in variety of music
responses to development of motor skills. He attributes the decrease in number of music
responses to development of inteUect. With the development of intellect, children may
internaUze responses that are not normally observable.
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As children develop their motor skiUs, they continue to respond to music using their
whole bodies to sway, rock, and bounce. Moreover, with the ability to stand, children also
respond to music by shifting their weight from leg to leg, bending their knees, and jumping
with support. When they are able to walk, children respond to music by simultaneously
spinning around and engaging in musical babble. As they develop, children show a great
increase in conducting movements with their arms, and they also repetitively perform the
responses listed below:
seesawing with one foot
nodding the head
swaying the head from side to side
raising and lowering the heels
moving the knees backwards and forwards
swinging one leg backwards and forwards
kneeling and rocking from one knee to the other
openmg and closing a hand regularly38
When they near the age of eighteen months, chUdren begin to try to engage other
persons in familiar movements to music. Moog considers that to be the first social music
behavior made by chUdren.
Between the ages of one year and eighteen months, most children do not coordinate
or synchronize their movements to music. They do, however, show an awareness of
differences among tempos. For example, if a tempo obviously changes from slow to fast,
children change the speed of their movements accordingly. Sometime between the ages of
eighteen months and two years, ten percent of children observed by Moog were able to
synchronize their movements to the meter andtempoof the music for a short time.
38
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Moog reports that as children increase in age, more of them respond to music by
creating songs of musical babbling, however, the vanety among those songs performed
decreases. Moreover, many children develop habits of singing while performing daily
activities. As children near two years of age, their songs of music babble are still
charactenzed by microtonal intervals sung on single syllables in simple rhythms. ChUdren
almost two years of age often sing babbling songs on notes of equal length and with
phrases of varying lengths. Children do not initially use rests in a musical sense, but as a
function of the necessity to breathe.
Of the children studied by Moog, six percent who were approximately twelve
months of age were able to imitate something that resembled music examples from Test
Senes 1 - Three ChUdren's Songs, and Test Series 2 - Three Combinations of Words and
Rhythm. Each of the songs and chants of those two series included text. Moog chose two
of the songs for Test Series 1 because they were considered by parents and teachers to be
famiUar children's songs. Those two songs are in usual duple meter and in F major. A
third song was chosen because it was considered to be less familiar and because it is in
triple meter. That song is also in F major. In general, chUdren approximated the sounds of
the words of the songs in Test Senes 1 without accurate rhythm, meter, or pitch. Some
children imitated the sounds of vowels while others repeated words with distinctive sound
patterns.
For Test Senes 2 - Three Combinations of Words and Rhythm, Moog reports two
types of responses made by one-year-old children to words and rhythm. Upon hearing
different types of chants with words, children may make speech responses, or they may
make musical responses. According to Moog, musical responses are, "any attempt at
singing, making repetitive movements, or vocaUzations which indicated musical feeling,"
and speech responses are, "an attempt at talking, any actions or vocalizations which
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showed that the child understood some of the words."39 Though responses were vaned
among children observed by Moog, there was an increase in musical responses from the
first to the third tests. Moreover, many children responded to Test 2.3, Nonsense-word
rhythm, with the quality and quantity of musical babble recorded as responses to the
nursery songs of Test Series 1 - Three Children's Songs.
Before engaging in musical babble in the testing situation dunng the second year of
life, most children heard the music examples three, four, or five times. The majonty of
children only babbled for a few seconds. Of children who were between the ages of
eighteen months and two years, ninety percent participated in musical babble. One-third of
that group babbled with similarity of words and rhythm of the words. One-half of the
ninety percent babbled with some accuracy of pitch. Twelve percent of eighteen-month-old
children babbled musically on nonsense syllables and they approximated the pitch and
rhythm of the musical examples. According to Moog, some parents of those children sang
in the home to those children on nonsense syUables.
In summary, dunng the second year of life, children first try to imitate the words of
songs. When they attempt to simultaneously imitate words, rhythm, and pitch, they are
most accurate at word imitation. Word and rhythm imitation is most accurate when rhythm
naturaUy follows the rhythm of the words. When children attempt to imitate pitches of a
melody they may approximate melody contour. Some children sing inaccurate tonal
patterns within the same keyality as the original song, and other children sing inaccurate
tonal patterns in a keyality different from that of the original song. A few children imitate
exact pitch for approximately one measure while singing with another accurate singer. As
they develop through the second year of life, Moog reports that children first imitate very
short patterns and eventually extend those imitations in length. Some children can sing
39
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whole songs by the end of the second year of life. Among those children, imitation of
words of songs is most accurate, imitation of rhythm is somewhat accurate, and imitation
of pitch is least accurate.

Comparison of the Moog Study to the Present Study
Both the Moog study and the present study are experimental investigations designed
to gain information about the development of musical responses among young children.
The Moog study represents the musical development of a large cross-section of children.
The present study was designed to gain objective information about how only very young
children musicaUy develop over the course of one academic year.
In the Moog study, children did not receive uniform informal exposure to music
content other than the content of the audiotape-recorded Test Senes as outlined in Table 1.
The in-class music exposure received by the children in the present study was limited to
songs and chants without text in a vanety of tonalities and meters performed by adults who
accompanied themselves with relaxed, free flowing, and continuous movements. The two
groups of children in the present study received exposure to specific music content in
specific orders of presentation.
Moog reported the responses made by children who received limited exposure to
six different types of audiotape-recorded musical examples. He used himself and the
parents of the children as observers. The present study is designed to compare how
children respond to familiar and unfamiUar songs without text. Written observations of
each child's responses to familiar and unfamiUar songs without words were made using
videotape-recordings.
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

Sample
Eight of twenty-two children enrolled in the Children's Music Development
Program at the Temple University Music Preparatory Division in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania participated in the one-year study.40 Each child was younger than eighteen
months old when the study began. The youngest child was six months old, and the oldest
child was fourteen months old. The sample represented children from a primanly white
upper-middle class population.

Design and Procedures
Pnor to the first semester of instruction, the parents of the participating children
randomly selected one of two class meeting times for their chddren to attend for the first
semester of the study. During the first week of instruction, fourteen children began
participation in the study. The number of children in one class (Group I) was nine, and the
number of children in the other class (Group II) was five. Prior to the second semester of
instruction, the parents of eight additional participants randomly enrolled their children in
40
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one of the two class meeting times. The number of children who joined Group I was five.
The number of children who joined Group II was two. Of the twenty-two children who
enrolled in the classes, five children from Group I and three children from Group II
completed both semesters of the academic year.
Each week for twenty weeks, the two groups of children met with the researcher
(Teacher 1) and another teacher (Teacher 2) for one thirty-minute music lesson. During
each lesson, Teacher 1 and Teacher 2 exposed each group of children to a variety of songs,
chants, and movement activities based upon Gordon's recommendations for music and
movement activities for young children in stages one, two, and three, of preparatory
audiation.41 Each group of children was exposed to a variety of live music, and each
group of children was exposed to at least eight different group or individual music and
movement activities each week. One parachute (twelve feet in diameter), two smaU
trampolines, and several yarn balls, bean bags, and chiffon scarves, were used as props
dunng the music and movement activities. During each lesson, each child was
accompanied by a caregiver who participated in music and movement activities.
The twenty-week exposure period was divided into four quarters of instructional
content. Each quarter was five weeks in length. The instructional content of the songs,
chants, tonal patterns, and rhythm patterns exposed to each group during each of the four
instructional sessions is outlined in Table 2. It can be seen that during each instructional
period, children from each group were exposed only to the tonaUties and meters designated
for their particular group for that instructional quarter. Also, the order of presentation of
the instructional content was different for the two groups. Examples of songs and chants
used in the study are presented in Appendix A
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The tonal patterns and rhythm patterns used for children in the third stage of the
acculturation type of audiation in this smdy may be found in Appendix B and Appendix C,

Table 2.

Tonal Content and Rhythm Content for Music Activities for Group I and
Group II
Group II

Group I
TonaUties

Meters

major,
usual-duple,
harmonic-minor usual-tnple

major,
harmonicminor,
dorian,
mixolydian

usual-duple,
usual-triple,
unusualpaired,
unusualunpaired

6-10

dorian,
mixolydian

usual-duple,
usual-triple

major,
harmonicminor

unusualpaired,
unusualunpaired,
multimetnc

11-15

dorian,
mixolydian

usual-duple,
usual-triple

major,
harmonicminor

unusualpaired,
unusualunpaired,
multimetric

16-20

major,
harmonicminor,
dorian,
mixolydian

usual-duple,
usual-triple,
unusualpaired,
unusualunpaired
multimetric

major,
usual-duple,
harmonic-minor usual-triple
dorian,
mixolydian

Weeks

TonaUties

1-5

Meters
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respectively. Tonal patterns were three-note uni-directional (only ascending or only
descending) and three-note multi-directional (ascending and descending). Rhythm patterns
were no more than two macro beats in length, and they included one or two macro beats or
micro beats in addition to divisions and elongations of macro beats or micro beats.
To investigate the first, third, and fourth problems of this study, each week, for the
duration of the study, Teacher 1 performed the cntenon song found in Appendix D
Because every child was exposed to the critenon song during each instructional penod, it
was labeled as the "familiar critenon song." The familiar cntenon song is multitonal and
multimetnc. The two tonalities are harmonic minor and major, and the two meters are
usual triple and usual duple.
Each time before performing the familiar cnterion song, Teacher 1 used a tuning
fork to establish the keyaUty and then the first pitch of the song for herself. Then, several
times during each class period, Teacher 1 sang two repetitions of the famiUar critenon song
to the children and their caregivers as a group while accompanying her own singing with
relaxed, free flowing, and continuous movements. Caregivers were encouraged to join in
the singing and moving. Teacher 1 also sang tworepetitionsof the familiar cntenon song
individually to each chUd while accompanying her own singing with relaxed, free flowing,
and continuous movements. Teacher 1 consistently performed the familiar critenon song
with sUght pauses of singing and moving between phrases and repetitions. Informal music
activities were performed by Teacher 1, Teacher 2, and caregivers between Teacher l's
performance of the famihar criterion song for each individual child.
Videotaped recordings of Teacher 1 singing two repetitions of the familiar criterion
song while performing relaxed, free flowing, and continuous movements for each
individual child were made on the fifth, tenth, fifteenth, and twentieth weeks for
subsequent evaluations. To investigate the fourth problem of this study, during the fifth
and fifteenth weeks, the videotaping of the children's responses to the familiar criterion
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song was the first activity of the instructional penods. During the tenth and twentieth
weeks, the videotaping of the children's responses to the familiar critenon song was the
final activity of the instructional periods.
To investigate the second, third, and fourth problems of the study, during the fifth,
tenth, fifteenth, and twentieth weeks, Teacher 1 performed one of the four criterion songs
found in Appendix E. Because each child was exposed to each of those cnterion songs
during only one class period, those critenon songs were labeled as the "unfamiliar critenon
songs." The unfamiliar critenon songs are in tonalities and meters to which the children
were exposed during the course of the study. They were presented in the same order to
each group of chUdren.
Each time before performing the unfamiUar criterion songs, Teacher 1 used a tuning
fork to establish the keyality and then the first pitch of each song for herself. Teacher 1
sang the designated unfamiliar criterion songs to the children and their caregivers as a
group while accompanying her own singing with relaxed, free flowmg, and continuous
movements. Caregivers were encouraged to join in the singing and moving. Teacher 1
also sang individuaUy to each child while accompanying her own singing withrelaxed,free
flowmg, and continuous movements. Teacher 1 consistently performed the unfamUiar
cntenon songs with slight pauses of singing and moving between repetitions. Informal
music activities were performed by Teacher 1, Teacher 2, and caregivers between Teacher
l's performance of the famUiar critenon song for each individual chUd.
Videotaped recordings of Teacher 1 singing two repetitions of the designated
unfamiliar cnterion song while performing relaxed, free flowing, and continuous
movements for each individual child were made on the fifth, tenth, fifteenth, and twentieth
weeks for subsequent evaluations. To investigate the fourth problem of this study, during
the fifth and fifteenth weeks, the videotaping of the children's responses to the unfamiliar
criterion song was the final activity of the class periods. During the tenth and twentieth
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weeks, the videotaping of the children's responses to an unfamiliar critenon song was the
first activity of the class periods.
Both the familiar criterion song and the unfamiliar criterion songs are short and
repetitive, and each was consistently performed throughout the study in its onginal keyaUty
and tonahty without instrumental accompaniment. Each cnterion song was wntten to
accommodate the initial tonal audiation range of D, a major second above middle C to A, a
major sixth above middle C. 42 The familiar and unfamiliar cnterion songs were each
performed using nonsense syUables.

Analysis
Three observers independently viewed the videotaped recordings and made wntten
recordings of each child's responses to the familiar cnterion song and the unfamiliar
criterion songs. Examples of the observers' written recordings of responses to the familiar
criterion song and the unfamiliar cnterion songs are listed in Appendix F. Observers'
written recordings ofresponsesmade by each child to each of the criterion songs were then
compUed in Music Response Profiles as in the example presented m Appendix G.
Using the formula below, inter-observer agreement was calculated as a percentage
of agreement among observers for the type and frequency of each response made to
Teacher l's performance of each criterion song by children in Group I and Group II during
each observation week. Responses recorded by at least two observers were considered
"agreed responses." Responses recorded by at least one observer were considered
"occurred responses."

42

Ibid., 51.
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Agreed Responses
Total Occurred Responses

=

Percentage of Response
Agreement Among Observers

To analyze data pertaining to the first problem of the study, subjective compansons
were made between 1) the type and frequency of each response made to the familiar
criterion song by children in Group I at specific intervals and 2) the type and frequency of
each response made to the familiar critenon song by children in Group II at specific
intervals. To analyze data pertaining to the second problem of this study, subjective
compansons were made between 1) the type and frequency of each response made to the
unfamUiar cnterion songs by chUdren in Group I at specific intervals and 2) the type and
frequency of each response made to the unfamiliar criterion songs by children in Group II
at specific intervals. To analyze data pertaining to the third problem of this study,
subjective comparisons were made between 1) the type and frequency of each response
made to the famihar and unfamiUar criterion songs by the children in Group I at specific
intervals and 2) the type and frequency of eachresponsemade to the famiUar and unfamUiar
cnterion songs by chUdren in Group II at specific intervals. To analyze data pertaining to
the fourth problem of this study, subjective comparisons were made between 1) the type
and frequency of responses made to the familiar and unfamUiar criterion songs by the
children in Group I and 2) the type and frequency of responses made to the familiar and
unfamiliar criterion songs made by the chUdren in Group II to determine similarities and
differences among those responses due to the order of presentation of critenon song
activities for the fifth and fifteenth weeks combined and the tenth and twentieth weeks
combined.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATIONS
Results
Each of the observers' wntten recordings of children's responses performed dunng
the criterion songs presented during the fifth, tenth, fifteenth, and twentieth weeks of the
study are reported in the Tables 3a - 18a. Inter-observer agreement for each recorded
behavior is also presented in Tables 3a - 18a. Agreement ranged from 0% -100%.
For purposes of analysis, responses were categorized as looking responses, nonpulsating responses, pulsating responses, misceUaneous responses, vocal responses, and
responses of anticipation. The responses presented in Tables 3a - 18a are in their
respective categories. Looking responses were defined as performances of visual attention.
Non-pulsatingresponseswere defined as movements performed without definite display of
objective music-related pulse. Pulsating responses were defined as movements performed
with a definite display of music-related pulse. Pulsating responses, however, were not
necessarily coordinated with the objective pulse of the music. Miscellaneous responses
were defined as movements or conditions that appeared to have no relation to the ongoing
music. Vocal responses were defined as those responses produced through the vocal
cords. Responses of anticipation were defined as those responses performed dunng
pauses between criterion song repetitions or immediately after the final repetition of a
criterion song. For example, a child might anticipate a change of tempo or meter.
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Summaries of categorized responses are presented in Tables 1 9 - 3 4 . Inter-observer
agreement for each category of responses and total inter-observer agreement for each
category of responses performed by Group I and Group II during the fifth, tenth,
fifteenth, and twentieth weeks of the study is presented in Tables 19-34. Agreement
ranged from 25% -100%.

Table 3a.

Looking Responses Performed by Group I to the FamiUar Cnterion Song
the Fifth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks at teacher

17

82

Looks away from teacher

15

87

Stares at teacher

5

80

Glances at teacher

3

67

Turns head to teacher

2

50

Looks at crying chUd

1

100

Turns head and shoulders to extraneous noise

1

0

Turns away from teacher whUe walking

1

0

45

78

Looking Responses

Total

30
Table 3b.

Non-Pulsating Responses Performed by Group I to the Familiar Cntenon
Song the Fifth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Sways torso from side-to-side whUe seated

3

67

Wiggles one hand

3

67

Crawls

3

67

Rocks and sways on hips in circular motion whUe
seated

1

100

Twists torso at end of song while seated

1

100

SUghdy moves feet whUe seated

1

0

Walks away from teacher whUe moving side-to-side

1

100

Total

13

69

Non-Pulsating Responses

Table 3c.

Pulsating Responses Performed by Group I to the FamUiar Cnterion Song
the Fifth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Rocks forward and backward whUe seated

1

0

Claps hands to first macro beat of song repetition

1

100

Bounces torso to macro beat while seated

1

0

Bounces torso forward and backward whUe seated

3

67

Pats floor with one hand

2

100

Total

8

75

Pulsating Responses
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Table 3d.

Miscellaneous Responses Performed by Group I to the FamUiar Criterion
Song the Fifth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

SmUes

3

67

Loses and regains balance while seated

1

0

Total

4

50

MisceUaneous Responses

Table 3e.

Vocal Responses Performed by Group I to the Familiar Critenon Song the
Fifth Week
Group U
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

None

0

100

Total

0

100

Vocal Responses

Table 3f.

Responses of Anticipation Performed by Group I to the FamUiar Critenon
Song the Fifth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

None

0

100

Total

0

100

Responses of Anticipation

Table 4a.

Looking Responses Performed by Group II to the FamUiar Critenon Song
the Fifth Week
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks at teacher

17

76

Looks away from teacher

13

85

Holds and looks at book in hand

4

75

Looks at another child

1

100

Looks at moving and singing caregiver

1

100

36

81

Looking Responses

Total

Table 4b.

Non-Pulsating Responses Performed by Group II to the FamiUar Critenon
Song the Fifth WeeK

Non-Pulsating Responses

Group U
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Shifts legs while seated

1

0

Leans forward on two hands whUe seated

2

50

Stretches arms wide apart

1

100

Swings arm with book in hand

2

50

Total

6

67
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Table 4c.

Pulsating Responses Performed by Group U to the FamiUar Critenon Song
the Fifth Week

Pulsating Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement
0

Rocks, sways, and twists torso and hips whtie in crawl
position
Bounces and falls into caregiver's lap

1

100

Total

2

50

Table 4d.

MisceUaneous Responses Performed by Group n to the Famihar Criterion
Song the Fifth Week
Group n
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Sits up

1

100

Smiles

3

33

Holds two hands in mouth

3

67

Clings to caregiver

1

100

Sits down

1

100

Sucks thumb

4

75

Total

13

69

MisceUaneous Responses
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Table 4e.

Vocal Responses Performed by Group U to the FamUiar Cntenon Song the
Fifth Week
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Groans/cries

3

33

Total

3

33

Vocal Responses

Table 4f.

Responses of Anticipation Performed by Group II to the FamUiar Criterion
Song the Fifth Week

Responses of Anticipation

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

None

0

100

Total

0

100

Table 5a.

Looking Responses Performed by Group I to the UnfamiUar Criterion Song
the Fifth Week

Looking Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks at teacher

14

79

Looks away from teacher

8

63

Ignores teacher

1

100
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Table 5a

(continued)

Looking Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Glances at teacher

1

0

24

71

Total

Table 5b.

Non-Pulsating Responses Performed by Group I to the Unfamiliar Critenon
Song the Fifth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Lies on back and twists hair with two hands

2

100

Stands behind seated caregiver and leans forward onto
caregiver's back

2

100

Leans forward whUe seated

1

100

BUaterally extends arms above head

1

100

Total

6

100

Non-Pulsating Responses

Table 5c.

Pulsating Responses Performed by Group I to the UnfamUiar Criterion Song
the Fifth Week

Pulsating Responses

Holds onto caregiver for balance on first macro beat of
phrase

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

100
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Table 5c.

(continued)

Pulsating Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Stands behind caregiver and pats caregiver's back
bUaterally with two hands in anticipation of song during
pause between repetitions

100

Total

100

Table 5d.

Miscellaneous Responses Performed by Group I to the UnfamUiar Criterion
Song the Fifth Week

MisceUaneous Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Lies on back and roUs over to crawl position

1

100

Stands on head with two hands and two feet on floor

1

100

Wipes face with one hand

2

50

Grabs bottle and holds bottle in mouth

1

100

Stands behind caregiver and hides face on caregiver's
back

1

100

Plays with another chUd's feet

1

100

Pulls self to seated position from standing position

2

100

Sits motionless

1

100

Total

10

90
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Table 5e.

Vocal Responses Performed by Group I to the Unfamihar Cnterion Song the
Fifth Week

Vocal Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

None

0

100

Total

0

100

Table 5f.

Responses of Anticipation Performed by Group I to the UnfamUiar Criterion
Song the Fifth Week

Responses of Anticipation

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Stands behind caregiver and pats caregiver's back
bilaterally with hands in anticipation of song during
pause between repetitions

1

100

Total

1

100

Table 6a.

Looking Responses Performed by Group II to the UnfamUiar Criterion
Song the Fifth Week

Looking Responses

Looks at teacher
Looks away from

teacher

Group II
Total
Occunences

Percentage
of
Agreement

8

88

3

33
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Table 6a.

(continued)
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks at video camera

3

67

Total

14

57

Looking Responses

Table 6b.

Non-Pulsating Responses Performed by Group U to the UnfamUiar
Criterion Song the Frfth Week

Non-Pulsating Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Shifts feet while standing

2

50

Total

2

50

Table 6c.

Pulsating Responses'.Performed by Group II to the Unfamihar Criterion
Song the Fifth Week
Group JI
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Continuously bounces and sways while standing with
bent waist

2

0

BilateraUy pulls up and down onteacher'shands whUe
standing

2

0

Bounces to macro beats while standing

2

100

Total

6

33

Pulsating Responses
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Table 6d.

MisceUaneous Responses Performed by Group II to the Unfamihar
Cnterion Song the Fifth Week

MisceUaneous Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Hides eyes on caregiver's back while standing

1

100

Holds one hand in mouth

2

100

Knees buckle whUe standing

1

0

Total

4

75

Table 6e.

Vocal Responses Performed by Group U to the UnfamUiar Cnterion Song
the Fifth Week
Group U
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Squeals

3

33

Total

3

33

Vocal Responses

Table 6f.

Responses of Anticipation Performed by Group II to the UnfamUiar
Criterion Song the Fifth Week

Responses of Anticipation

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

None

0

100

Total

0

100

Table 7a.

Looking Responses Performed by Group I to the FamiUar Cnterion Song
the Tenth Week

Looking Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks away from teacher

14

79

Looks at teacher

10

40

Looks at other chUdren

3

33

Looks at hula hoop

3

0

Looks at own feet whUe standing on trampoUne

2

100

Turns head away from teacher

1

100

33

51

Total

Table 7b.

Non-Pulsating Responses Performed by Group I to the FamUiar Criterion
Song the Tenth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Leans backward on radiator while standing

5

60

Twists torso away from teacher whUe standing

3

33

Sways from side-to-side while standing

3

67

SUghtly sways like teacher

1

0

Twists and rocks hips and torso from side-to-side while
standing

1

100

Non-Pulsating Responses

Sways hips with circular motion while standing
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Table 7b.

(continued)

Non-Pulsating Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

BUaterally extends arms above head in anticipation of
song whUe seated

Percentage
of
Agreement

100

Walks to hula hoop

1

0

Walks to trampoUne

1

100

Sways from side-to-side with bent waist whUe standing

1

100

Continuously moves hands and arms while holding
caregiver's hands

1

0

Sways torso from side-to-side to macro beats while
standmg

100

Walks backward dunng pause with caregiver's help
BUateraUy raises hem of dress with extended arms
dunng pause in anticipation of song
Total

Table 7c.

1
2

100
50

23

61

Pulsating Responses Performed by Group I to the FamUiar Criterion Song
the Tenth Week

Pulsating Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Rocks from foot-to-foot while standing

3

67

Steps quickly in place on trampoline

2

100

Bounces knees and torso whUe standing during pause in
anticipation of song

2

100
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Table 7c.

(continued)

Pulsating Responses

Steps forward with lunge whUe holding caregiver's
hands

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

2

100

Steps quickly in place in anticipation of song while
standmg on trampoUne dunng pause

100

Raises and lowers one foot whUe standing with weight
on opposite leg

100

BUateraUy pats hands on legs in anticipation of song
while seated during pause

100

Rocks and bounces hips forward and backward whUe
standmg

100

Tilts head and shoulders from side-to-side to melodic
rhythm

0
100

Bounces knees and torso to macro beats while standing

15

Total

Table 7d.

87

MisceUaneous Responses Performed by Group I to the FamUiar Criterion
Song the Tenth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Stands still

2

50

Grabs and releases hula hoop

2

100

Wipes ears and face with hand

1

0

Squints andrelaxeseyes

1

0

MisceUaneous Responses
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Table 7d.

(continued)

Miscellaneous Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Turns and faUs into caregiver's lap

1

100

Sits down at end of repetition

1

100

Total

8

63

Table 7e.

Vocal Responses Performed by Group I to the Familiar Criterion Song the
Tenth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

None

0

100

Total

0

100

Vocal Responses

Table 7f.

Responses of Anticipation Performed by Group I to the FamUiar Criterion
Song the Tenth Week

Responses of Anticipation

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

BUateraUy raises hem of dress with extended arms
during pause in anticipation of song

50

BUaterally extends arms above head in anticipation of
song whUe seated

100

Walks backward during pause with caregiver's help

100
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Table 7f.

(continued)

Responses of Anticipation

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Bounces knees and torso whUe standing dunng pause in
anticipation of song

2

100

Steps quickly in place in anticipation of song while
standing on trampoUne dunng pause

1

100

BUateraUy pats hands on legs m anticipation of song
while seated during pause

1

100

Total

8

88

Table 8a.

Looking Responses Performed by Group II to the FamUiar Cnterion Song
the Tenth Week

Looking Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks at teacher

15

86

Looks away from teacher

12

83

Looks at moving and singing caregiver

2

100

Looks at own fingers

1

100

30

87

Total

Table 8b.

Non-pulsating Responses Performed by Group II to the Famihar Cnterion
Song the Tenth Week
Group JJ
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Crawls

5

80

Steps backward

2

50

Twists torso and swings arms at sides of body whUe
squatting

1

100

Wiggles fingers during pause

1

100

Leans towardteacherand loses and regains balance
while seated

1

100

Continuously twists torso and shoulders whUe seated

1

100

Total

11

81

Non-Pulsating Responses

Table 8c.

Pulsating Responses Performed by Group II to the FamUiar Criterion Song
the Tenth Week
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Bounces whole body while standing

2

50

Continuously and bUaterallyreachesextended arms up
and down and pats sides while standing

2

50

Pulsating Responses

Continuously and bilateraUy reaches extended arms up
and down whUe squatting

100

BUaterally pats floor during pause

100

Opens and closes hand to melodic rhythm

100
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Table 8c.

(continued)
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Bounces knees, hips, torso, and shoulders to micro
beats whUe seated in crawl position

1

100

Continuously and bUateraUy reaches extended arms up
and down and stops on final macro beat while standing

1

100

BUateraUy thrusts arms between legs to the floor whUe
seated during pause

1

100

Moves fingers to melodic rhythm

1

0

Continuously and bUaterally reaches extended arms up
and down during pause while standing

1

100

BUateraUyreachesextended arms up and down on last
macro beat of song while standing

1

100

Continuously and bUateraUy reaches extended arms up
and down and pats sides while walking

1

100

Total

14

79

Pulsating Responses

Table 8d.

Miscellaneous Responses Performed by Group II to the FamiUar Criterion
Song the Tenth Week
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Holds and plays with own feet with two hands

1

100

Sits still during pause

1

100

Sits down at the end of a phrase

1

100

Holds thumb in mouth

1

100

MisceUaneous Responses
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Table 8d.

(continued)

Miscellaneous Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Knees buckle whUe standing with caregiver

1

100

Movesfromstanding position to squatting position

3

100

Tries to stand

1

100

Moves from standing position to crawl position

1

100

Pulls self from squatting position to standing position

1

100

Total

11

100

Table 8e.

Vocal Responses Performed by Group II to the FamUiar Criterion Song the
Tenth Week

Vocal Responses

Group U
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

None

0

100

Total

0

100
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Table 8f.

Responses of Anticipation Performed by Group II to the FamiUar Criterion
Song the Tenth Week

Responses of Anticipation

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Wiggles fingers during pause

1

100

BUateraUy pats floor during pause

1

100

BUateraUy thrusts arms between legs to thefloorwhUe
seated during pause

1

100

Continuously and bUaterally reaches extended arms up
and down and pats sides whUe walking

100

Sits still during pause

1

100

Total

5

100

Table 9a.

Looking Responses Performed by Group I to the UnfamiUar Cnterion Song
the Tenth Week

Looking Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks at teacher

6

100

Looks away from teacher

5

80

Look to camera

1

100

Turns away from teacher

1

100

Stares at teacher

1

100

Looks down whUe chewing on scarf

1

100

Total

15

93
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Table 9b.

Non-Pulsating Responses Performed by Group I to the Unfamihar Criterion
Song the Tenth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Plays with scarf whUe seated

4

75

Wiggles feet while seated

3

34

Twists body right or left whUe seated

2

100

Waddles toteacherafter song

1

100

Walks to caregiver

1

100

Total

11

64

Non-Pulsating Responses

Table 9c.

Pulsating Responses Performed by Group I to the UnfamUiar Criterion
Song the Tenth Week

Pulsating Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Raises hips and torso and sits again to macro beats
whUe seated

2

100

Steps backward to irregular micro beats

2

50

Continuously moves and pulses arm while puUing scarf
off head

2

50

Continuously puUs scarf away from caregiver to
irregular micro beats

2

50

Leans forward and backward to macro beats whUe
seated

1

100

Releases scarf from hand tofinalmacro beat of song

1

0
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Table 9c.

(continued)

Pulsating Responses

PuUs scarf away from caregiver to macro beats
Total

Table 9d.

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

1

0

11

55

Miscellaneous Responses Performed by Group I to the UnfamiUar Cnterion
Song the Tenth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Raises up from seated position

2

50

SmUes

1

0

Plays with clothes with one hand

1

0

Total

4

25

MisceUaneous Responses

Table 9e.

Vocal Responses Performed by Group I to the UnfamiUar Cnterion Song
the Tenth Week

Vocal Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

None

0

100

Total

0

100
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Table 9f.

Responses of Anticipation Performed by Group I to the UnfamiUar
Cnterion Song the Tenth Week

Responses of Anticipation

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

BUateraUy raises arms and hands to head after song

1

100

Waddles toteacherafter song

1

100

Total

2

100

Table 10a.

Looking Responses Performed by Group II to the UnfamUiar Critenon
Song the Tenth Week
Group U
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks away from teacher

9

67

Looks at teacher

7

71

Stares at teacher

5

80

Turns to teacher

2

50

Looks awayfromteacherduring pause

1

100

24

71

Looking Responses

Total

Table 10b

Non-Pulsating Responses Performed by Group II to the UnfamUiar
Critenon Song the Tenth Week

Non-Pulsating Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Twists torso to caregiver

1

0

Twists torso away from teacher

1

100

Twists torso, head, and shoulders toward teacher while
seated

1

0

Wiggles fingers

2

50

Scoots away whUe seated during pause

1

100

Tapsfingerson legs while standing

1

0

Continuously and bUaterally raises two extended arms
whUe standing

1

100

Total

Table 10c.

50

Pulsating Responses Performed by Group II to the Unfamihar Criterion
Song the Tenth Week

Pulsating Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

BUateraUy raises two extended arms and pats thighs to
macro beats whUe standing

2

100

BUateraUy pats hands on legs to micro beats while
standing

1

0

Total

3

67

53
Table lOd.

MisceUaneous Responses Performed by Group II to the Unfamihar
Criterion Song the Tenth Week

Miscellaneous Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Scratches abdomen with hand

2

50

SmUes

1

100

Reaches arms to caregiver

1

0

Holds hands on sides of torso

3

67

Loses andregainsbalance whUe seated

1

100

Flexes and relaxes toes whUe seated

1

0

Places two hands on floor whUe seated

1

0

Total

10

50

Table lOe.

Vocal Responses Performed by Group II to the UnfamiUar Criterion Song
the Tenth Week
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

None

0

100

Total

0

100

Vocal Responses

Table lOf.

Categonzed Responses Performed by Group II to the UnfamiUar Cntenon
Song the Tenth Week

Responses of Anticipation

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks away from teacher during pause

1

100

Scoots away whUe seated during pause

1

100

Total

2

100

Table 11a.

Looking Responses Performed by Group I to the FamiUar Criterion Song
the Fifteenth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks at teacher

18

78

Looks away from teacher

16

69

Looks at (an)other chUd(ren)

4

25

Turns away from teacher while standing

3

67

Turns whole body awayfromteacherdunng pause
while standing

1

100

Turns head and torso awayfromteacherwhUe standing

1

100

Looks down

1

0

44

68

Looking Responses

Total

55
Table lib.

Non-Pulsating Responses Performed by Group I to the FamUiar Criterion
Song the Fifteenth Week

Non-Pulsating Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Walks away from teacher

11

64

Waddles, almost to melodic rhythm

2

50

Continuously rotates extended legs from hips while
seated

2

50

Raises body onto baUs of feet while standing and
holding on to radiator

2

0

Lowers body from balls of feet to heels whUe standing
and holding on to radiator

1

0

Bends at waist and leans forward at end of phrase whUe
seated

1

0

SUghtly swings one arm

1

0

Leans forward and reaches toward window whUe
standing

1

100

BUateraUy reaches high and sUdes hands down waU
while standing

2

100

BUateraUy slides hands up wall whUe standing

1

100

Sways from side-to-side while seated in caregiver's lap

1

0

Sways from side-to-side whUe standing

1

100

26

62

Total

»

Table 1 lc.

Pulsating Responses Performed by Group I to the FamUiar Cntenon Song
the Fifteenth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Stands with caregiver's help and bounces torso, knees,
and hips

3

67

Bounces back of head to macro beats on caregiver's
chest whUe seated in caregiver's lap

2

50

BUateraUyreacheshigh and pats wall while standing

1

100

BUateraUy pats waU almost on last macro beat of song
whUe standing

1

100

Knocks one fist on wall to micro beats in anticipation of
songrepetitionwhUe standing during pause

1

100

Stops knocking one fist on wall to micro beats on the
first macro beat of song repetition

1

100

Total

9

78

Pulsating Responses

Table lid.

Miscellaneous Responses Performed by Group I to the FamUiar Criterion
Song the Fifteenth Week

Miscellaneous Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

SmUes

3

0

Stands still

2

0

Moves from seated position to standing position and
loses balance

1

100

Holds fingers in mouth

2

50

57
Table lid.

(continued)

Miscellaneous Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Points to another chUd

1

100

Total

9

33

Table 1 le.

Vocal Responses Performed by Group I to the Familiar Critenon Song the
Fifteenth Week

Vocal Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

None

0

100

Total

0

100

Table 1 If.

Responses of Anticipation Performed by Group I to the FamUiar Criterion
Song the Fifteenth Week

Responses of Anticipation

Turns whole body away from teacher during pause
whUe standing

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

100

Table 1 If.

(continued)

Responses of Anticipation

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Knocks one fist on waU to micro beats in anticipation of
songrepetitionwhUe standing during pause

100

Total

100

Table 12a.

Looking Responses Performed by Group II to the FamUiar Cnterion Song
the Fifteenth Week
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks at teacher

6

100

Looks awayfromteacher

6

100

Looks at caregiver

6

50

Looks at own hand while bouncing it in lap

2

50

Looks down at own moving hands

2

50

Looks at (an)other chUd(ren)

1

0

Glances to teacher

1

100

Quickly turns headtowardcaregiver

1

100

25

76

Looking Responses

Total

Table 12b.

Non-Pulsating Responses Performed by Group II to the Famihar Cntenon
Song the Fifteenth Week

Non-Pulsating Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Continuously circles and slightly sways torso whUe
seated

2

50

Continuously sways bean bag from side-to-side in one
hand

1

100

Grabs yarn ball and hands it to caregiver at end of
phrase

2

50

Total

5

60

Table 12c.

Pulsating Responses Performed by Group II to the FamiUar Critenon Song
the Fifteenth Week

Pulsating Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Holds one yarn ball with two hands and continuously
twists arms from shoulders, changing directions of
twists to macro beats while seated

Percentage
of
Agreement

75

Bounces bean bag on floor to macro beat while seated

2

100

Bounces bean bag in one hand to nearly exact macro
beats

2

100

Bounces bean bag in one hand to nearly exact macro
beats during pause

1

100

Bounces torso and hips to irregular micro beats whUe
seated

1

100

Bounces whole body once after song whUe kneeling

1

0

60
Table 12c.

(continued)

Pulsating Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Bounces bean bag in one hand in anticipation of macro
beats during pause

Percentage
of
Agreement

100

Freezes movements on last macro beat of phrase

1

100

Throws yarn ball to floor with one hand dunng pause

1

100

Shakes bean bag to macro beats and stops shaking bean
bag at end of song

1

100

Total

15

87

Table 12d.

Miscellaneous Responses Performed by Group II to the FamUiar Criterion
Song the Fifteenth Week
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Sits up from crawl position dunng pause

1

100

Plays with yarn baU

2

50

Miscellaneous Responses

SmUes

0

Plays with bean bag in lap

100

Sits down on trampoline

100

Scratches nose with one hand

100

Reaches to retrieve yarn baU

100

Total

75

61
Table 12e.

Vocal Responses Performed by Group II to the FamUiar Cntenon Song the
Fifteenth Week
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

None

0

100

Total

0

100

Vocal Responses

Table 12f.

Responses of Anticipation Performed by Group II to the FamiUar Criterion
Song the Fifteenth Week
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Bounces bean bag in one hand in anticipation of macro
beats during pause

1

100

Bounces bean bag in one hand to nearly exact macro
beats during pause

1

100

Bounces whole body once after song while kneeling

1

0

Throws yarn ball to floor with one hand during pause

1

100

Sits up from crawl position during pause

1

100

Total

5

80

Responses of Anticipation

62
Table 13a.

Looking Responses Performed by Group I to the Unfamiliar Criterion Song
the Fifteenth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks at teacher

7

71

Looks awayfromteacher

9

67

Turns head right or left

6

50

Looks at caregiver

3

33

Stares out window

1

0

Points and looks down whUe standmg

1

100

27

56

Looking Responses

Total

Table 13b.

Non-Pulsating Responses Performed by Group I to the UnfamiUar Criterion
Song the Fifteenth Week

Non-Pulsating Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Walks away from teacher during pause

1

100

Walks awayfromteacher

2

100

Leans forward on one macro beat whUe standing

1

0

Leans to one side while standing

1

0

Total

5

60

63
Table 13c.

Pulsating Responses Performed by Group I to the UnfamUiar Critenon
Song the Fifteenth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Steps in place on trampoline

7

29

Rocks from side-to-side while standing

2

0

Rocks once from side-to-side whUe standing

1

0

Holds one yam ball in each hand and bilateraUy lowers
arms on one macro beat whUe standing

1

100

Holds one yam ball in each hand and throws yam baUs
after song on anticipated macro beat while standing

1

100

Total

12

33

Pulsating Responses

Table 13d.

MisceUaneous Responses Performed by Group I to the UnfamiUar Cntenon
Song the Fifteenth Week

Miscellaneous Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Stands still

5

40

Holds left hand in mouth

2

100

Plays with own ear

2

100

Chews

2

50

Pulls up tights while walking

1

100

SmUes

1

100

Total

13

69

Table 13e.

Vocal Responses Performed by Group I to the Unfamihar Cntenon Song
the Fifteenth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

None

0

100

Total

0

100

Vocal Responses

Table 13f.

Responses of Anticipation Performed by Group I to the UnfamiUar
Critenon Song the Fifteenth Week

Responses of Anticipation

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Walks away from teacher during pause

100

Holds one yam ball in each hand and throws yam baUs
after song on anticipated macro beat while standing

100

Total

100

Table 14a.

Looking Responses Performed by Group II to the UnfamUiar Criterion
Song the Fifteenth Week

Looking Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks at teacher

8

78

Looks away from teacher

7

86

65
Table 14a.

(continued)

Looking Responses

Holds and looks at blue cloth bag in own hands
Total

Table 14b.

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

1

100

16

82

Non-Pulsating Responses Performed by Group II to the UnfamUiar
Criterion Song the Fifteenth Week

Non-Pulsating Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Crawls away from teacher

50

Moves lips as if chattering

0

Swings one foot forward and backward while seated on
trampoUne

100

Twists torso and sways hips after song whUe standing

100

Runs away from teacher and falls down after song

100

Sways torso from side-to-side while standing

100

Swings cloth bag in one hand whUe standing

100

Total

75

Table 14c.

Pulsatmg Responses Performed by Group n to the UnfamiUar Criterion
Song the Fifteenth Week

Pulsating Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Rocks forward and backward whUe seated in crawl
position

100

Rocks from foot-to-foot while standing

100

Stops rocking forward and backward dunng pause
while seated in crawl position

0

Bounces torso continuously after song while kneeling

100

Swings one foot forward and backward to melodic
rhythm whUe seated on trampoUne

100

Bounces body and shakes arms five times with bent
elbows and hands near head-level after song whUe
standing

100

Drops cloth bag and looks at it on the floor dunng pause
whUe standing

100

Alternates extended arms up and down in front of body
beginning on a macro beat while standing

100

Total

89

Table 14d.

Non-Pulsating Responses Performed by Group II to the UnfamUiar
Cnterion Song the Fifteenth Week

MisceUaneous Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Sticks out tongue

0

Opens and closes mouth

0

Table 14d

(continued)

MisceUaneous Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Points to teacher after song

1

100

Sits down on trampoline

1

100

Holds cloth bag, raises arms and puts bag behind neck
while standing

1

100

Total

Table 14e.

60

Vocal Responses Performed by Group II to the Unfamiliar Critenon Song
the Fifteenth Week
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Says "bah"

3

34

Vocalizes "bah" to resting tone and to macro beat

1

100

Vocalizes continuously on resting tone after song

1

100

Total

5

60

Vocal Responses

I

68
Table 14f.

Responses of Anticipation Performed by Group II to the UnfamUiar
Critenon Song the Fifteenth Week

Responses of Anticipation

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Twists torso and sways hips after song while standing

100

Runs away from teacher and falls down after song

100

Stops rocking forward and backward dunng pause
while seated m crawl position

0

Drops cloth bag and looks at it on the floor during pause
while standing

100

Bounces body and shakes arms five times with bent
elbows and hands near head-level after song whUe
standing

100

Bounces torso continuously after song while kneeUng

100

Points to teacher after song

100

VocaUzes continuously on resting tone after song

100

Total

88

Table 15a.

Looking Responses Performed by Group I to the FamiUar Criterion
Song the Twentieth Week

Looking Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks at teacher

9

56

Looks at caregiver

8

75

Looks around

8

13

69
Table 15a.

(continued)

Looking Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks at other chUd(ren)

4

25

Looks down

3

33

Turns head, shoulders, and torso to look at crying chUd

1

100

33

45

Total

Table 15b.

Non-Pulsating Responses Performed by Group I to the Fanuliar Cntenon
Song the Twentieth Week

Non-Pulsating Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Leans to nght and raises left foot off floor whUe
standing

Percentage
of
Agreement
50

Crawls awayfromteacher

1

0

Raises and holds one leg in air while seated on
trampoUne

2

50

Walks backwards

2

0

Side steps to left

2

50

Leans to left while standing

1

0

Reaches across mid-Une and slides nght hand from left
to right and accents final macro beats of phrase whUe
standing

1

100

Leans on right hand while seated

70
Table 15b.

(continued)

Non-Pulsating Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Twists torso whUe seated

1

0

Total

13

30

Table 15c.

Pulsating Responses Performed by Group I to the FamUiar Criterion Song
the Twentieth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Holds bean bag with one hand and continuously moves
arm whUe seated

1

100

Bends elbows and bUateraUy moves arms away from
body and toward body while seated

1

100

BUateraUy raises arms above head and stretches at end
of phrase whUe seated

1

100

BUateraUy pats radiator with hands whtie standing

2

100

Nods head

1

0

Crosses feet at end of phrase while seated on trampoUne

2

50

BUateraUy pats abdomen during pause in anticipation of
song while standing

2

100

BUateraUy shakes hands byrotatingwrists at eye level,
shrugs shoulders during pause while standing

1

0

BUateraUy pats radiator with hands whUe standing
during pause in anticipation of song

1

0

Pulsating Responses
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Table 15c.

(continued)

Pulsating Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Pats radiator with alternating hands while standing
during pause in anticipation of song

I

100

Pats radiator with alternating hands whUe standing

1I

100

Continuously moves hands to the left and pats radiator
with alternating hands whUe standing

1I

100

Rocks from foot-to-foot while standing

]I

100

Swmgs leg to melodic rhythm while seated on
trampoline

L

100

Drops to seated position to crawl position to macro beat

]I

100

BUateraUy pats lap with hands, almost to macro beats,
whUe seated

L

100

BUaterally pats lap with hands to last macro beat of song
whUe seated

I

100

BUateraUy pats lap with hands during pause in
anticipation of song

]1

100

Crosses arms on chest to macro beat

][

100

Sits to macro beat

]I

100

Bounces torso, hips, and knees while standmg during
pause in anticipation of song

]L

100

Bounces torso, hips, and knees to melodic rhythm
while standing

I

100

TUts head from side-to-side to macro beats

]L

50

Bounces torso, hips, and knees while standing

]L

0

72
Table 15c.

(continued)

Pulsating Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Bounces torso while seated dunng pause in anticipation
of song

Table 15d.

100
28

Total

Percentage
of
Agreement

85

MisceUaneous Responses Performed by Group I to the FamUiar Critenon
Song the Twentieth Week

MisceUaneous Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Sits down on trampoUne

3

67
100

Moves from seated position to crawl position during
pause
Drops bean bag during pause

0

Grabs bean bag and yam baU

0

Raises yam baU behind head with one hand

0

Points to own knee whUe seated

0
100

Stands still
SmUes

0

Rubs eyes with scarf and bean bag whUe seated during
pause

0

Total

11

36

73
Table 15e.

Vocal Responses Performed by Group I to the Familiar Criterion Song the
Twentieth Week

Vocal Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Vocalizes during pause whUe standing

0

Total

0

Table 15f.

Responses of Anticipation Performed by Group I to the Familiar Critenon
Song the Twentieth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Moves from seated to crawl position during pause

1

100

Side steps left during pause

1

0

BUateraUy pats lap with hands during pause in
anticipation of song

1

100

BUateraUy pats abdomen during pause in anticipation of
song while standing

2

100

BUaterally shakes hands by rotating wrists at eye level,
shrugs shoulders, during pause while standing

1

0

BUaterally pats radiator with hands whUe standing
during pause in anticipation of song

1

0

Pats radiator with alternating hands whUe standmg
during pause in anticipation of song

1

100

Bounces torso, hips, and knees while standing during
pause in anticipation of song

1

100

Bounces torso whUe seated during pause in anticipation
of song

1

100

Responses of Anticipation
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Table 15f.

(continued)

Responses of Anticipation

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Vocalizes during pause whUe standing

1

0

Total

11

64

Table 16a.

Looking Responses Performed by Group II to the FamUiar Critenon Song
the Twentieth Week
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks at other chUd(ren)

3

34

Looks at teacher

2

100

Looks at camera

1

0

Total

6

50

Responses

Table 16b.

Non-Pulsating Responses Performed by Group II to the FamiUar Cnterion
Song the Twentieth Week

Non-Pulsating Responses

Group n
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Leans forward with hand(s) on trampoUne whUe
standing

2

100

Walks away from teacher with increasing speed

2

50

75

Table 16b.

(continued)

Non-Pulsating Responses

Group n
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Turns and walks awayfromteacherat end of song

2

50

Sways torso, hips, and knees from side-to-side while
standmg

1

100

Twists shoulders and torso from side-to-side after song
while standing

1

100

Clasps handstogetherat end of phrase while standing

1

100

Walks away from teacher during pause

1

100

Total

10

80

Table 16c.

Pulsating Responses Performed by Group II to the FamUiar Criterion Song
the Twentieth Week

Pulsating Responses

Group n
Total
Occurrences

Bounces torso, hips, and knees on trampoUne in
anticipation of song whUe standing

Percentage
of
Agreement

100

Walks whUe stepping to macro beats

2

50

Bounces torso, hips, and knees while standing on
trampoline

2

100

Rocks from foot-to-foot to macro beats while standing

2

100

BUaterally pats hands on thighs to one macro beat whUe
standing

1

100
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Table 16c.

(continued)
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Bounces torso, hips, and knees on trampoUne and
shakes one hand while standing

1

100

Bends knees m anticipation of song while standing

1

0

Taps hands together during pause in anticipation of
song whUe standmg

1

100

Taps hands together on some macro beats whUe
standmg

1

100

BUateraUy pats legs to macro beats while standing

1

100

Claps hands whUe standing during pause in anticipation
of song

1

0

Total

15

87

Pulsating Responses

Table 16d.

Miscellaneous Responses Performed by Group II to the FamiUar Criterion
Song the Twentieth Week
Group n
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Moves from seated position to standing position during
pause

2

100

Moves from sitting position to kneeUng position to
standing position

1

100

Bends at waist and coughs during pause whUe standing

1

100

Stands still and coughs

1

100

Points to another chUd

1

100

Miscellaneous Responses
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Table 16d.

(continued)

MisceUaneous Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Hands cracker to another chUd on a macro beat

1

100

Total

7

100

Table 16e.

Vocal Responses Performed by Group II to the FamUiar Critenon Song the
Twentieth Week
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

None

0

100

Total

0

100

Vocal Responses

Table 16f.

Responses of Anticipation Performed by Group II to the FamUiar Criterion
Song the Twentieth Week

Responses of Anticipation

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

1

100

1

100

Bounces torso, hips, and knees on trampoUne in
anticipation of song whUe standing

2

100

Bends knees in anticipation of song while standing

1

0

Twists shoulders and torso from side-to-side after song
while standing
Walks away from teacher dunng pause
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Table 16f.

(continued)

Responses of Anticipation

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Taps hands together during pause in anticipation of
song while standing

1

100

Claps hands whUe standing dunng pause in anticipation
of song

1

0

Moves from seated position to standmg position during
pause

2

100

Total

9

89

Table 17a.

Looking Responses Performed by Group I to the UnfamUiar Critenon Song
the Twentieth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks at teacher

17

76

Looks away from teacher

9

67

Looks at camera

1

100

Looks at caregiver

1

0

Looks down

1

100

29

72

Responses

Total

79
Table 17b.

Non-Pulsating Responses Performed by Group I to the Unfamihar Critenon
Song the Twentieth Week

Non-Pulsating Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Wiggles fingers

4

50

SUghtly sways from side-to-side whUe standing

3

33

PuUs scarf from head with one arm whUe standing

2

50

Continuously sways head and shoulders from side-toside while kneeling

2

50

Sways head, torso, and hips to macro beats while
standmg

100

Slides hand on trampoline while kneeling

100

BUateraUy reaches and stretches arms above head

100

Clasps hands during pause whUe standing

100

Walks toward teacher

100

Total

Table 17c.

16

63

Pulsating Responses Performed by Group I to the UnfamUiar Critenon
Song the Twentieth Week

Pulsating Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Continuously and bUaterally moves curved arms
verticaUy and horizontally whUe standing

100

Claps hands during pause whUe standing

100

80
Table 17c.

(continued)

Pulsating Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

BUateraUy pats trampoline dunng pause in anticipation
of macro beats of song whUe kneeling

Percentage
of
Agreement
100

BUateraUy pats trampoline whUe kneeling

1

100

Total

5

100

Table 17d.

Miscellaneous Responses Performed by Group I to the UnfamiUar Critenon
Song the Twentieth Week

MisceUaneous Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Places scarf on head with two hands

1

100

Bends over and picks up scarf whUe standmg

3

67

SmUes

5

60

Sits still

1

100

Scratches head with one hand

1

0

Grabsteacher'shand while standing

1

100

Blows on scarf while standing with scarf over head

1

0

Total

13

62

81
Table 17e.

Vocal Responses Performed by Group I to the UnfamiUar Critenon Song
the Twentieth Week

Vocal Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

None

0

100

Total

0

100

Table 17f.

Categorized Responses Performed by Group I to the UnfamUiar Cnterion
Song the Twentieth Week

Responses of Anticipation

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Clasps hands during pause whUe standing

1

100

Claps hands during pause while standing

1

100

BUateraUy pats trampoline during pause in anticipation
of macro beats of song whUe kneeling

1

100

Total

Table 18a.

100

Looking Responses Performed by Group II to the UnfamUiar Critenon
Song the Twentieth Week

Looking Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks at teacher

5

100

Looks awayfromteacher

2

50

82
Table 18a.

(continued)

Looking Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looks at caregiver

2

100

Looks down

3

67

Looks at another chUd

1

0

Total

13

77

Table 18b.

Non-Pulsating Responses Performed by Group n to the UnfamUiar
Critenon Song the Twentieth Week

Non-Pulsating Responses

Twists shoulders and torso and swings one arm while
standing

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

3

67
1G0

Walks to teacher

0

Leans forward whUe standing
PuUsteacherfromlaying to sitting position

100

Walks pastteachertotrampoUne

100

Wiggles fingers

100

Crawls onto trampoUne

100

Total

9

78

83
Table 18c.

Pulsating Responses Performed by Group n to the Unfamihar Cntenon
Song the Twentieth Week

Pulsating Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Steps to macro beats

67

Bounces knees while standing

100

Bounces knees whUe standing on trampoline

100

Grabs yam ball to macro beat

100

Twists shoulders and torso to macro beats whUe
standing

100

Twists shoulders and torso on final two macro beats of
song while standing

100

Stops movement at end of song

100

BUateraUy pats teacher whUe kneeUng

100

BilateraUy pats trampoUne whUe standing

100

Pats trampoUne with one hand whUe standmg

100

BUateraUy patsteacherto one macro beat while standing

100

Total

92

Table 18d.

MisceUaneous Responses Performed by Group II to the UnfamiUar
Criterion Song the Twentieth Week

MisceUaneous Responses

Moves from standing position to squatting position

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

1

100

84
18d.

(continued)

Miscellaneous Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Stands stUl dunng pause

1

100

Lies down on teacher

1

100

Total

3

100

Table 18e.

Vocal Responses Performed by Group II to the UnfamUiar Critenon Song
the Twentieth Week
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

None

0

100

Total

0

100

Vocal Responses

Table 18f.

Categorized Responses Performed by Group H to the UnfamiUar Criterion
Song the Twentieth Week

Responses of Anticipation

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Stands still during pause

100

Total

100

85
Table 19.

Summary of Categorized Responses Performed by Group I to the FamUiar
Cnterion Song the Fifth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looking Responses

45

78

Non-Pulsating Responses

13

69

Pulsating Responses

8

75

MisceUaneous Responses

4

50

Vocal Responses

0

100

Responses of Anticipation

0

100

Total

70

74

Categorized Responses

Table 20.

Summary of Categorized Responses Performed by Group II to the Famihar
Criterion Song the Fifth Week

Categonzed Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looking Responses

36

81

Non-Pulsating Responses

6

67

Pulsating Responses

2

50

MisceUaneous Responses

13

69

Vocal Responses

3

33

Responses of Anticipation

0

100

Total

60

75

86
Table 21.

Summary of Categonzed Responses Performed by Group I to the UnfamUiar
Criterion Song the Fifth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looking Responses

24

71

Non-Pulsating Responses

6

100

Pulsating Responses

2

100

MisceUaneous Responses

10

90

Vocal Responses

0

100

Responses of Anticipation

1

100

43

81

Categorized Responses

Total

Table 22.

Summary of Categorized Responses Performed by Group II to the
UnfamUiar Criterion Song the Fifth Week
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looking Responses

14

57

Non-Pulsating Responses

2

50

Pulsating Responses

6

33

MisceUaneous Responses

4

75

Vocal Responses

3

33

Responses of Anticipation

0

100

Total

29

59

Categorized Responses

87
Table 23.

Summary of Categorized Responses Performed by Group I to the FamUiar
Critenon Song the Tenth Week

Categorized Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Lookmg

33

51

Non-Pulsating

23

61

Pulsating

15

87

Miscellaneous Responses

8

63

Vocal Responses

0

100

Responses of Anticipation

8

88

Total

87

66

Table 24.

Summary of Categorized Responses Performed by Group II to the FamiUar
Criterion Song the Tenth Week
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looking Responses

30

87

Non-Pulsating Responses

11

81

Pulsating Responses

14

79

Miscellaneous Responses

14

100

Vocal Responses

0

100

Responses of Anticipation

5

100

Total

74

88

Categorized Responses

88
Table 25.

Summary of Categonzed Responses Performed by Group I to the
UnfamUiar Criterion Song the Tenth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looking Responses

15

93

Non-Pulsating Responses

11

64

Pulsating Responses

11

55

MisceUaneous Responses

4

25

Vocal Responses

0

100

Responses of Anticipation

2

100

Total

44

64

Categorized Responses

Table 26.

Summary of Categorized Responses Performed by Group II to the
UnfamUiar Criterion Song the Tenth Week

Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

24

71

Non-Pulsating Responses

8

50

Pulsating Responses

3

67

Miscellaneous Responses

10

50

Vocal Responses

0

100

Responses of Anticipation

2

100

Total

47

64

Looking Responses

Table 27.

Summary of Categonzed Responses Performed by Group I to the FamUiar
Cnterion Song the Fifteenth Week

Categorized Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looking Responses

44

68

Continuous Responses

26

62

Pulsating Responses

9

78

MisceUaneous Responses

9

33

Vocal Responses

0

100

Responses of Anticipation

2

100

Total

90

63

Table 28.

Summary of Categorized Responses Performed by Group n to the FamiUar
Criterion Song the Fifteenth Week
Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looking Responses

25

76

Non-Pulsating Responses

5

60

Pulsating

15

87

MisceUaneous Responses

8

75

Vocal Responses

0

100

Responses of Anticipation

5

80

Total

58

78

Categorized Responses

Table 29.

Summary of Categonzed Responses Performed by Group I to the
UnfamUiar Criterion Song the Fifteenth Week

Categonzed Responses

Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looking Responses

27

56

Non-Pulsating Responses

5

60

Pulsating Responses

12

33

MisceUaneous Responses

13

69

Vocal Responses

0

100

Responses of Anticipation

2

100

Total

59

56

Table 30.

Summary of Categorized Responses Performed by Group II to the
UnfamUiar Criterion Song the Fifteenth Week

Categorized Responses

Group n
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looking Responses

16

82

Non-Pulsating Responses

8

75

Pulsating Responses

9

89

Miscellaneous Responses

5

60

Vocal Responses

5

60

Responses of Anticipation

8

63

Total

51

78

91
Table 31.

Summary of Categonzed Responses Performed by Group I to the FamUiar
Critenon Song the Twentieth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looking Responses

33

45

Non-Pulsating Responses

13

30

Pulsating Responses

28

85

MisceUaneous Responses

11

36

Vocal Responses

1

0

Responses of Anticipation

11

70

Total

96

82

Categonzed Responses

Table 32.

Summary of Categorized Responses Performed by Group II to the FamUiar
Criterion Song the Twentieth Week

Categorized Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looking Responses

6

50

Non-Pulsating Responses

10

80

Pulsating Responses

15

87

Miscellaneous Responses

7

100

Vocal Responses

0

100

Responses of Anticipation

9

89

Total

47

83

Table 33.

Summary of Categonzed Responses Performed by Group I to the
UnfamUiar Critenon Song the Twentieth Week
Group I
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looking Responses

29

72

Non-Pulsating Responses

16

63

Pulsating Responses

5

100

MisceUaneous Responses

13

62

Vocal Responses

0

100

Responses of Anticipation

3

100

Total

66

71

Categonzed Responses

Table 34.

Summary of Categorized Responses Performed by Group II to the
UnfamUiar Criterion Song the Twentieth Week

Categorized Responses

Group II
Total
Occurrences

Percentage
of
Agreement

Looking Responses

13

77

Non-Pulsating Responses

9

78

Pulsating Responses

13

92

MisceUaneous Responses

3

100

Vocal Responses

0

100

Responses of Anticipation

1

100

39

85

Total

93
Discussion and Interpretation
As previously presented in Table 2, over the period of one academic year chUdren
in Group I received exposure to a majority of instructional content in dorian and mixolydian
tonaUties and usual duple and usual triple meters, and chUdren in Group II received
exposure to a majority of instructional content in major and harmonic minor tonaUties and
unusual paired and unusual unpaired meters. Both groups of children received the same
amount of exposure to simUar singing, chanting, and movement activities without text.
The following interpretations relate to the first problem of the study. They are based on
responses performed by Group I and Group II to the famUiar criterion song.
Group I and Group II performed more looking responses to the famiUar cnterion
song than any other type of response. That result may have occurred because looking
responses may be the initial overt responses performed by young chUdren to famUiar music
and movement performed by adults. Moreover, as seen in Figure 1, Group I performed
more looking responses to the famUiar criterion song than Group n. That result may have
occurred for three reasons. 1) There were more children in Group I than Group II. 2)
Group I was more famiUar with usual duple and usual triple meters than was Group H., and
because the famUiar criterion song is in usual duple and usual triple meters, Group I
responded more to those familiar meters with looking responses than Group II. 3)
Looking responses may also be initial responses to unfamiUar content in music. Group I
was most famiUar with mixolydian and dorian tonalities. Because the familiar critenon
song is in major and harmonic minor tonalities, Group I may have responded to those
unfamiUar tonaUties with looking responses more than Group n.
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Though looking responses were the responses most often performed dunng the
famiUar criterion song, as presented in Figure 2, children in both groups performed many
non-pulsating and pulsatingresponsesto the famiUar criterion song. Both of those types of
responses are movements, and movements arc widely recognized as purposeful responses
to music.43' ^

45 4 6 4 7

> »

Children in this study may have performed non-pulsating and

43

Moorhead and Pond, Music of Young Children.

^Entile Jaques-Dalcroze, Rhythm, Music, and Education, trans. Harold F.
Rubenstein (New York: G.P. Putnam and Sons, 1921).
45

Wendy L. Sims, "Young Children's Creative Movement to Music: Categones of
Movement, Rhythmic Characteristics, and Reactions to Changes," Contributions to Music
Education 12 (FaU 1985): 42-50.
^Elayne Metz, "Movement as a Musical Response Among Preschool ChUdren,"
Journal ofResearch in Music Education 37(Spring 1989): 48-60.
47

Moog, The Musical Experience of the Preschool Child, 56.
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pulsating movements in purposeful attempts to imitate the movements modeled by teachers
and caregivers to the familiar cntenon song. Children in this study may have performed
fewer non-pulsating and pulsatingresponsesthan lookmg responses because,regardlessof
the exposure to tonality and meter they receive, young chUdren may respond to music with
non-pulsating and pulsating movements only after they respond to music with looking
responses.
As suggested by Gordon,48 at some early stage in music development, children
shift from making random responses to music to making purposeful responses to music.
Though non-pulsating responses may be initial purposeful responses to music, no
consistent pattern of non-pulsating responses to the familiar criterion songs was observed
between the groups with regard to differences in instructional content. The reason,
perhaps, is because even though chUdren may begin to make purposeful movements to
music, the abilities of young chUdren to consistently move to music are in fluctuation as
their audiation abilities develop. As might be expected, due to the unequal number of
chUdren within each group, Group I performed more non-pulsating responses to the
famUiar criterion song than the children of Group II.
As seen in Figure 3, over the course of the academic year, Group I performed many
more pulsating responses to the familiar critenon song than Group II. As with nonpulsating responses, no consistent pattern of pulsating responses to famiUar cnterion songs
was observed between the groups with regard to differences between the groups in
instructional content. Again, that result may have occurred because though young chUdren
may begin to make purposeful movements to music, the abUities of young chUdren to move
to music are in fluctuation as their abUities to audiate develop. As might be expected, due

48

Gordon, A Music Learning Theory for Newborn and Young Children, 38.
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to the unequal number of children within each group, Group I performed more pulsating
responses to the familiar critenon song than the chUdren of Group II.
The majority of miscellaneous responses made by children to the familiar criterion
song were movements that appeared to have no relation to the ongoing music. As seen in
Figure 4, each group performed more miscellaneous responses to the familiar criterion
song during the weeks when they received little or no exposure to usual duple or usual
tnple meters. (Refer to page 23 for tonal content and rhythm content) Thosefindingsmay
have occurred because non-pulsating and pulsating movements may have beenresponsesto
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the meters of the cnterion songs. Unless young children are familiar with the meters of
music, the movements they perform to that music may not be categorized as non-pulsating
or pulsating.
Though Group I performed slightly more vocal responses to the familiar cnterion
song than Group II, as presented in Figure 5, regardless of the majority of instructional
content each group was exposed to, the total number of vocal responses performed by each
group was quite small. The reason, perhaps, is that young children may perform vocal
responses to familiar music only after they perform looking responses, non-pulsating
responses, pulsating responses, and miscellaneous responses to that music. Similarly,
Moog found that children responded to music with vocal responses only after they had
begun to respond to music with movement.49
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49

Ibid., 58.
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As seen m Figure 6, observations of responses of anticipation to the familiar song
were not made until the tenth week. Those findings may have occurred because, after the
fifth week of instruction, one of the activities presented many times during each class
period to each group was the modeling of singing and moving by teachers and caregivers
who sometimes performed and moved to a song or chant and sometimes only audiated and
moved to the same song or chant. That activity was presented to each group with the
familiar cnterion song, the unfamiliar cntenon songs, and other songs and chants presented
in Appendix A. Children who are repeatedly exposed to such activities may initially begin
to independently manifest their developing audiation abilities through movement.
Moreover, that manifestation may most frequently occur during short sUences or pauses
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between music and movement activities performed by adults for young children.
Regardless of the type of instructional content each group was exposed to over the course
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of the academic year, the two groups performed nearly equal numbers of responses of
anticipation to the famiUar criterion song. That result may have occurred because, though
there were more children in Group I than Group II, the audiation development of Group II
may have been slightly more advanced than Group I.
During each thefifth,tenth,fifteenth, and twentieth weeks of the study, children of
each group were exposed to an unfamiliar cntenon song. The following interpretations
relate to the second problem of the study and are based on the responses made by Group I
and Group II during the unfamiUar critenon songs.
As seen in Figure 7, over the course of the academic year, Group I performed more
looking responses to the unfamiliar cnterion songs than Group II. That result may have
occurred because there were more children in Group I than Group II. ChUdren in both
groups, however, performed more looking responses to unfamiliar criterion songs in
unfamiliar tonaUties and meters than they did to unfamiUar criterion songs in familiar
tonaUties and meters. Perhaps those findings occurred because looking responses are the
initial overt responses performed by young children to unfamiliar music and movement
performed by adults. Moreover, young children may be sensitive to the unfamiUarity of
tonaUties arid meters. The more chUdren may become familiar with tonalities and meters,
the fewer looking responses they may perform.
Though looking responses were the responses most often performed to the
unfamUiar criterion song, both groups performed many non-pulsating and pulsating
responses to the unfamihar criterion songs. As previously explained, non-pulsating
responses and pulsating responses are movement responses that may be purposeful
responses made by young chUdren to music. Children in this study may have performed
non-pulsating and pulsating movements in an attempt to imitate the movements modeled by
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teachers and caregivers to the unfamiliar cnterion songs. Also, children in this study may
have performed fewer non-pulsating and pulsating responses than looking responses
because, regardless of the exposure to tonalities and meters they receive, young chUdren
respond to music in unfamiUar tonalities and meters with non-pulsating and pulsating
movements only after they have responded with looking responses.
As seen in Figure 8, no consistent pattern of non-pulsating responses to unfamiliar
criterion songs was observed between the groups with regard to differences in instructional
content. Those findings may have occurred because though children begin to make
purposeful movements to music, the abilities of young chUdren to consistently move to
music are influctuationas their audiation abilities develop. As might be expected, due to
the unequal numbers of children in two groups over the course of the year, Group I
performed more non-pulsatingresponsesto the unfamiliar criterion songs than Group II.
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Regardless of the type of instructional content the children in each group were
exposed to over the course of the academic year, as presented in Figure 9, the two groups
performed nearly equal numbers of pulsating responses to the unfamiliar cntenon songs.
Group I, however, performed nearly equal numbers of pulsating responses to the familiar
meters and unfamUiar meters of the unfamiliar criterion songs, and Group II performed
more pulsating responses to the familiar meters than to the unfamiliar meters of the
unfamiUar critenon songs. Those inconsistent results may have occuned because,
regardless of the level of famUiarity with meters, pulsatingresponsesmay be some of the
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initial movements performed by young children to music. Young children, however, may
not consistendy perform pulsating movements to famiUar or unfamUiar meters until they are
able to audiate those meters.
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and Group II to the UnfamUiar Criterion Song
As previously stated, the majority of miscellaneous responses made by chUdren to
the cnterion songs were movements that appeared to have no relation to the ongoing music.
As seen in Figure 10, each group performed more miscellaneous responses during
unfamiliar critenon songs in unfamiliar meters than unfamiliar criterion songs in familiar
meters. (Refer to page 23 for tonal content and rhythm content) The reason, perhaps, is
that non-pulsating and pulsating movements may have been purposeful responses to the
meters of the unfamiliar criterion songs. Unless children are familiar with music, the
movements they perform to that music may not be categorized as non-pulsating or
pulsating.
As seen in Figure 11, Group II performed a small number of vocal responses to the
unfamiliar criterion songs, and Group I performed no vocal responses to the unfamiliar
criterion songs. Those findings may have occurred because, as found during famiUar
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criterion songs, young children may perform looking responses and movement responses
before they perform vocal responses. Interestingly, the vocal responses performed by
Group n dunng the fifth week were not related to the music content of the unfamiliar
criterion song. The vocal responses performed the fifteenth week,50 however, were
coordinated with the verbal syUable, tonality, or meter of the unfamiliar critenon song.
Those results, though few, are examples of what Moog defined as the difference between
1) vocaUzations and 2) musical babbUng.51
Regardless of the type of instructional content that chUdren in each group were
exposed to over the course of one academic year, as presented in Figure 12, the two groups
50

The vocal responses performed by Group II during the fifteenth week are
presented in Table 14e, p. 67.
51

Moog, The Musical Experience of the Preschool Child, 59.
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performed nearly equal numbers of responses of anticipation to the unfamUiar criterion
songs. That result may have occurred because after children hear unfamUiar songs in
familiar or unfamUiar tonaUties and meters, they audiate those songs or parts of those songs
at some developmental level. Moreover, children may initiaUy manifest that audiation
through movements that may or may not be coordinated with the song previously sung and
about to be repeated. Though a few responses of anticipation were performed during each
week, the most responses of anticipation were performed by Group II during the fifteenth
week. That result may have occuned because during the fifteenth week, the unfamiliar
criterion song was in unusual paired meter, and Group II was quite familiar with that
meter.
Group I and Group II received equal exposure to the familiar criterion song during
each of the twenty weeks of the study. They also received equal exposure to one
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Responses of Anticipation Performed by Group I

and Group II to the UnfamUiar Criterion Song
unfamUiar cnterion song during each the fifth, tenth, fifteenth and twentieth weeks of the
study. The following interpretations relate to the third problem of the study and are based
upon comparisons between responses made by Group I and Group II to the familiar
criterion song and the unfamiUar criterion songs at those different intervals.
As presented in Figures 13 and 14, only during the twentieth week did one group
(Group H.) perform fewer looking responses to the famihar criterion song than to the
unfamUiar criterion song. Both groups, however, performed the fewest looking responses
to the familiar criterion song during the twentieth week. That result may have occurred
because the first observable responses performed by chUdren to the performance of music
and movement may be looking responses. The more children are familiar with
performances of music and movement, however, the fewer looking responses they may
perform.
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As seen in Figures 15-18, over the course of the year, both groups performed
more non-pulsatingresponsesand pulsatingresponsesto the famUiar criterion songs than
to the unfamiUar criterion songs. Those findings may have been the result of two things.
1) Young chUdren respond more with movement to familiar music than unfamiUar music.
2) The initial physical musicresponsesmade by young chUdren are attempts to imitate the
movement models they observe.
No consistent pattern of non-pulsating responses or pulsating responses was
observed between the groups with regard to exposure interval. The reason, perhaps, is that
young children may try to imitate the movements of adults who performing familiar or
unfamUiar songs, however, the movement abUities and audiation abUities of young chUdren
are developmental and in fluctuation. Moreover, those abilities may not develop at the
same rate.
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FamUiar Cmmon Song and the UnfamUiar Critenon Songs
As seen in Figures 19 and 20, Group I performed more miscellaneous responses to
the unfamihar cnterion songs than to the famUiar criterion song. Group n, however,
performed more miscellaneous responses to the famUiar cnterion song than to the
unfamiUar criterion songs. Those inconsistent results may have occuned because nonpulsating and pulsating movements may be responses to the specific meters of songs
without text and not solely responses to specific songs without text. Group II was most
familiar with unusual paired and unusual unpaired meters. The familiar criterion song,
however, is in usual duple and usual triple meters. Those meters were least familiar to
Group II. The more children are famiUar with meters, the more they may respond to those
meters with non-pulsating and pulsating responses.
Both groups performed more vocal responses to the unfamiliar criterion songs than
they did to the famiUar criterion song, as presented in Figures 21 and 22. The number of
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vocaUzations was so few over the course of the academic year, however, it is not possible
to explain those results on the basis of differences between the exposure intervals of the
cnterion songs.
As seen in Figures 23 and 24, over the course of the academic year both groups
performed more responses of anticipation to the familiar criterion song than to the
unfamUiar critenon songs. The reason, perhaps, is that children in both groups were more
famiUar with the familiar criterion song than with the unfamiliar critenon songs. Both
groups, however, performed nearly equal numbers of responses to each the familiar
criterion song and the unfamiliar critenon song. Though there were more children in
Group I, the movement and audiation abUities of Group II may have been slightly more
advanced than Group I.
During the fifth and fifteenth weeks of the study, the presentation of the famiUar
criterion song was the first activity of each class period and the presentation of the
unfamUiar cntenon song was the final activity of each class period. During the tenth and
twentieth weeks of the study, the presentation of the unfamiliar criterion was the first
activity of each class period and the presentation of the famUiar criterion song was the final
activity of each class penod. The foUowing interpretations relate to the fourth problem of
the study and are based upon differences in the presentation order of the famUiar criterion
song and the unfamiUar criterion songs during the fifth and fifteenth weeks combined and
the tenth and twentieth weeks combined.
As seen m Figure 25, Group I and Group II performed more looking responses to
the familiar cnterion song when the familiar criterion song activity was presented as the
first activity of the class period. Children in Group II also performed more looking
responses to the unfamUiar criterion song when the unfamiUar criterion song activity was
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the first activity of the class period. That result may have occuned because in any music
class penod, young children perhaps need to perform looking responses before they
engage in other types of responses.
Regardless of the criterion song presentation order, presented in Figure 26, Group I
performed nearly equal numbers of non-pulsating responses to the famihar cnterion song.
Regardless of the criterion song presentation order, Group I also performed more nonpulsating responses to the familiar cnterion song than Group II. Those results may have
occurred for two reasons. 1) There were more children in Group I than Group II. 2) Nonpulsating movements may be aresponseto the meter of music. Group I was more familiar
with usual duple and usual triple meters, and the famUiar critenon song is in those meters.
Therefore, Group I responded to those famUiar meters more with non-pulsating responses,
more than Group II.
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As also seen in Figure 26, Group II performed more non-pulsating responses to
both the famUiar and unfamUiar criterion songs when the unfamUiar criterion song activity
was the first activity of the class period and the famUiar criterion song activity was the final
activity of the class period. Group I also performed more non-pulsating responses to the
unfamUiar criterion song when the unfamiUar criterion song activity was the first activity of
the class period and the familiar criterion song activity was the final activity of the class
period. The reason for those results is not clear.
Regardless of the critenon song presentation order, as seen in Figure 27, Group I
and Group II performed more pulsating responses to famiUar cnterion songs than they did
to unfamiliar criterion songs.

In general, Group I and Group II performed the most

pulsating responses to the familiar criterion song when the familiar criterion song was
presented as the final activity of the class period. Moreover, regardless of the criterion
song presentation order, Group I and Group II performed nearly equal numbers of
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pulsating responses to the unfamiUar criterion songs. Those results may have occuned for
two reasons. 1) Young children may perform more pulsating responses to familiar songs
after they are familiarized and comfortable with classroom situations. 2) Young children
may be more capable of performing pulsating responses to familiar criterion songs than
unfamUiar critenon songs.
As seen in Figure 28, regardless of the criterion song presentation order, Group I
and Group n performed only slightly different numbers of miscellaneousresponsesdunng
the famUiar and unfamiliar criterion songs. Those findings may have occurred because
dunng exposure to songs without texts, even after they are famUiar with specific songs,
young chUdren perform many responses that appear to be miscellaneous to music.
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As seen in Figure 29, Group I performed almost no vocal responses, however,
Group II performed more vocal responses to the unfamiliar criterion songs when the
famiUar criterion song was presented as the first activity of each class period and the
unfamiliar criterion song was presented as the final activity of each class period. That
result may have occurred because young children probably perform vocal responses after
they are familiarized and comfortable with classroom situations.
As seen in Figure 30, no consistent pattern of responses of anticipation was
observed between the two groups with regard to order of activity presentation. That result
may have occurred becauseresponsesof anticipation among young chUdren may be initial
physical representations of preparatory audiation. Preparatory audiation abiUties, however,
may be in constant fluctuation among young children, and therefore, young chUdren may
not respond with responses of anticipation in a predictable manner.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Purpose and Problems
The purpose of this exploratory research was to provide a record of the responses
made by children to music stimuli dunng acculturation so that the practical application of
the music learning theory for newborn and young children may be enhanced and specific
findings may be studied further While young children were being exposed to a vanety of
tonalities and meters over the period of one academic year, compansons were made of 1)
their responses to a familiar song, sung to each child individually, without text, at specific
intervals, 2) their responses to four unfamiliar songs, sung to each child individually,
without text, at specific intervals, 3) the familiar-song responses elicited in procedure 1 and
the unfamiliar-song responses elicited in procedure 2, and 4) the familiar-song responses
and the unfamiliar-song responses arranged to neutralize the variables of order
(familiar/unfamiliar) and time of response (beginning of class/end of class).
Design
Eight of twenty-two children enrolled in the Children's Music Development
Program at the Temple University Music Preparatory Division in Philadelphia,
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Pennsylvania participated in the one-year study. Each child was younger than eighteen
months old when the study began. The youngest child was six months old, and the oldest
chUd was fourteen months old.
Each week for twenty weeks, the two groups of children met with the researcher
and another teacher for one thirty-minute music lesson. Dunng each lesson each group of
chUdren was exposed to a vanety of songs, chants, and movement activities based upon
Gordon's recommendations for music and movement activities for young chUdren in stages
one, two, and three, of preparatory audiation.52 Each group of chUdren was exposed to a
variety of Uve music, and each group of children was exposed to at least eight different
group or individual music and movement activities each week. One parachute (twelve feet
in diameter), two small trampolines, and several yam balls, bean bags, and chiffon
scarves, were used as props during the music and movement activities. Dunng each
lesson, each child was accompanied by a caregiver who participated in music and
movement activities.
The twenty-week exposure period was divided into four quarters of instructional
content. Each quarter was five weeks m length. The instructional content of the songs,
chants, tonal patterns, and rhythm patterns exposed to each group during each of the four
instructional periods was different.
To investigate the first, third, and fourth problems of this study, each week, for the
duration of the study, Teacher 1 performed the criterion song found in Appendix D.
Because every child was exposed to the cnterion song dunng each instructional period, it
was labeled as the "familiar criterion song." The familiar critenon song is multitonal and
multimetric. The two tonalities are harmonic minor and major, and the two meters are
usual triple and usual duple.
52

Gordon, A Music Learning Theory for Newborn and Young Children, 39-62.
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Several times during each class period, Teacher 1 sang two repetitions of the
familiar cnterion song to the chUdren and their caregivers as a group while accompanying
her own singing with relaxed, free flowing, and continuous movements. Caregivers were
encouraged to join in the singing and moving. Teacher 1 also sang two repetitions of the
famUiar cnterion song individually to each child while accompanying her own singing with
relaxed, free flowing, and continuous movements. Teacher 1 consistently performed the
famUiar critenon song with slight pauses of singing and moving between phrases and
repetitions. Informal music activities were performed by Teacher 1, Teacher 2, and
caregivers between Teacher l's performance of the familiar critenon song for each
individual chUd.
Videotapedrecordingsof Teacher 1 singing two repetitions of the familiar cnterion
song while performing relaxed, free flowing, and continuous movements for each
individual child were made on the fifth, tenth, fifteenth, and twentieth weeks for
subsequent evaluations. To investigate the fourth problem of this study, during the fifth
and fifteenth weeks, the videotaping of the children's responses to the familiar criterion
song was the first activity of the instructional periods. During the tenth and twentieth
weeks, the videotaping of the children's responses to the famUiar cnterion song was the
final activity of the instructional penods.
To investigate the second, third, and fourth problems of this study, dunng the fifth,
tenth,fifteenth,and twentieth weeks, Teacher 1 performed one of the four criterion songs
found in Appendix E. Because each child was exposed to each of those criterion songs
during only one class period, those criterion songs were labeled as the "unfamUiar criterion
songs." The unfamiliar cnterion songs are in tonaUties and meters to which the children
were exposed during the course of the study. They were presented in the same order to
each group of chUdren.
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Teacher 1 sang the designated unfamiliar cntenon songs to the children and their
caregivers as a group while accompanying her own singing with relaxed, free flowing, and
continuous movements. Caregivers were encouraged to join in the singing and moving.
Teacher 1 also sang individually to each child while accompanying her own singing with
relaxed, free flowing, and continuous movements. Teacher 1 consistently performed the
unfamiliar cnterion songs with slight pauses of singing and moving between repetitions.
Informal music activities were performed by Teacher 1, Teacher 2, and caregivers between
Teacher l's performance of the famUiar cnterion song for each individual chUd.
Videotaped recordings of Teacher 1 singing two repetitions of the designated
unfamiliar cntenon song while performing relaxed, free flowing, and continuous
movements for each individual chUd were made on the fifth, tenth, fifteenth, and twentieth
weeks for subsequent evaluations. To investigate the fourth problem of this study, dunng
the fifth and fifteenth weeks, the videotaping of the children's responses to the unfamiliar
critenon song was the final activity of the class penods. Dunng the tenth and twentieth
weeks, the videotaping of the children's responses to an unfamiliar critenon song was the
first activity of the class periods.

Analysis
Three observers independendy viewed the videotaped recordings and made written
recordings of each chUd's responses to the familiar criterion song and the unfamiliar
criterion songs. Inter-observer agreement was calculated as a percentage of agreement
among observers for the type and frequency of each response made to Teacher l's
performance of each criterion song by children in Group I and Group II dunng each
observation week.
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To analyze data pertaining to the first problem of the study, subjective compansons
were made between 1) the type and frequency of each response made to the familiar
criterion song by chUdren in Group I at specific intervals and 2) the type and frequency of
each response made to the familiar cnterion song by children in Group II at specific
intervals. To analyze data pertaining to the second problem of this study, subjective
compansons were made between 1) the type and frequency of each response made to the
unfamUiar cntenon songs by children in Group I at specific intervals and 2) the type and
frequency of each response made to the unfamiliar cnterion songs by children in Group II
at specific intervals. To analyze data pertaining to the third problem of this study,
subjective comparisons were made between 1) the type and frequency of each response
made to the fanuliar and unfamiliar cntenon songs by the children in Group I at specific
mtervals and 2) the type and frequency of eachresponsemade to the famihar and unfamUiar
criterion songs by children in Group II at specific intervals. To analyze data pertaining to
the fourth problem of this study, subjective comparisons were made between 1) the type
and frequency of responses made by to the famiUar and unfamiUar critenon songs by the
chUdren in Group I and 2) the type and frequency of responses made to the famihar and
unfamUiar criterion songs made by the children in Group II to determine similarities and
differences among those responses due to the order of presentation of criterion song
activities for the fifth and fifteenth weeks combined and the tenth and twentieth weeks
combmed.

Results
Each of the observers' written recordings of children's responses to the criterion
songs presented during the fifth, tenth, fifteenth, and twentieth weeks of the study was
reported. Inter-observer agreement for each recorded behavior ranged from 0% -100%.
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For purposes of analysis, responses were categonzed as looking responses, nonpulsating responses, pulsating responses, miscellaneous responses, vocal responses, and
responses of anticipation. Looking responses were defined as performances of visual
attention. Non-pulsating responses were defined as movements performed without definite
display of objective music-related pulse. Pulsating responses were defined as movements
performed with a definite display of music-related pulse. Pulsating responses, however,
were not necessarily coordinated with the objective pulse of the music. Miscellaneous
responses were defined as movements or conditions that appeared to have norelationto the
ongomg music. Vocal responses were defined as those responses produced through the
vocal cords. Responses of anticipation were defined as those responses performed during
pauses between criterion song repetitions or immediately after the final repetition of a
criterion song. For example, a child might anticipate a change of tempo or meter.
Summaries of categorized responses, inter-observer agreement for each category of
responses, and total inter-observer agreement for each category of responses for each
performed by Group I and Group II during the fifth, tenth, fifteenth, and twentieth weeks
of the study were reported. Agreement ranged from 25% -100%.
The foUowing results relate to the first problem of the study and are based on
responses made to the familiar criterion song by Group I and Group II as those groups
were exposed to different instructional content over the course of the academic year.
Regardless of the type of instructional content exposure they received, Group I and Group
n performed more looking responses to the famihar cnterion song than any other type of
response. Both groups also performed many non-pulsating and pulsating responses to the
famUiar cnterion song. No consistent pattern of non-pulsating or pulsating responses to
the familiar criterion song, however, was recorded based on differences in instructional
content. Both groups performed more miscellaneous responses during the familiar
criterion song during weeks when they received little or no exposure to usual duple or
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usual triple meters. Regardless of the type of instructional content exposure each group
received, the number of vocal responses performed to the familiar critenon song by both
groups was quite smaU. The two groups performed nearly equal numbers of responses of
anticipation to the familiar cntenon song.
The following results relate to the second problem of the study and are based on
responses made to the unfamUiar cntenon songs by Group I and Group II as those groups
were exposed to different instructional content over the course of the academic year.
Group I and Group II performed more looking responses to unfamiliar critenon songs in
unfamiUar tonalities than they did to unfamiliar cnterion songs in familiar tonalities,
regardless of the instructional content exposure they received.
Both groups also performed many non-pulsating and pulsating responses to the
unfamiliar cnterion songs. No consistent pattern of non-pulsating responses performed to
the unfamiliar cntenon song, however, was observed based on differences in instructional
content. Both groups performed nearly equal numbers of pulsating responses to the
unfamiliar cnterion songs. Group I, however, performed nearly equal numbers of
pulsating responses to the familiar meters and unfamUiar meters of the unfamiUar criterion
songs, and Group II performed more pulsating responses to the familiar meters than to the
unfamihar meters of the unfamiliar critenon songs. Both groups also performed more
miscellaneous responses to the unfamiliar cnterion songs in unfamiliar meters than
unfamUiar criterion songs in famihar meters.
Regardless of the type of instructional content exposure they received, the number
of vocal responses performed to the unfamiliar critenon songs was quite smaU. Group I
performed no vocal responses to the unfamUiar criterion songs, and Group II performed a
few of vocal responses to the unfamiliar critenon songs. Also, both groups performed
nearly equal numbers ofresponsesof anticipation to the unfamUiar criterion songs over the
course of the academic year. Though both groups performed at least a few responses of
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anticipation each week, the most responses of anticipation to unfamiliar cntenon songs
were performed by Group n dunng the fifteenth week.
The foUowing results relate to the third problem of the study and are based on
compansons ofresponsesmade to the famihar critenon song and unfamUiar critenon songs
by Group I and Group II at different intervals over the course of the academic year. Only
during the twentieth week did one group (Group n) perform fewer looking behaviors to the
famihar criterion songs than to the unfamUiar criterion song. Both groups performed more
non-pulsating responses and pulsating responses to the famUiar cnterion songs than to the
unfamUiar criterion songs. No consistent pattern of non-pulsating or pulsating responses,
however, was observed between the groups with regard to exposure interval. Group I
performed more miscellaneous responses to the unfamUiar critenon songs than to the
familiar critenon song. Group II, however, performed more miscellaneous responses to
the famiUar criterion song than to the unfamiliar cnterion songs. Both groups performed
more vocal behaviors to the unfamiUar cnterion songs than they did to the famiUar criterion
songs. Moreover, both groups performed more responses of anticipation to the famiUar
criterion songs than to the unfamUiar cnterion songs.
The following results relate to the fourth problem of the study and are based on
comparisons ofresponsesmade to the famiUar criterion song and unfamUiar cntenon songs
by Group I and Group II at comprehensive intervals over the course of the academic year.
Both groups performed more lookingresponsesdunng the familiar cntenon song when the
familiar criterion song activity was presented as the first activity of the class period.
Children in Group II also performed more looking responses to the unfamiliar criterion
songs when the unfamUiar criterion song activity was the first activity of the class period.
Regardless of the criterion song presentation order, Group I performed nearly equal
numbers of non-pulsating responses to the famUiar criterion song. Group I also performed
more non-pulsating responses to the familiar criterion song than Group II.
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Group II performed more non-pulsating responses to both the familiar and
unfamihar criterion songs when the unfamiliar critenon song activity was the first activity
of the class period and the familiar critenon song activity was die final activity of the class
penod. Group I also performed more non-pulsating responses to the unfamiliar criterion
song when the unfamiUar critenon song activity was the first activity of the class period and
the fammar criterion song activity was thefinalactivity of the class period.
Regardless of the criterion song presentation order, Group I and Group II
performed more pulsating responses to famUiar cntenon songs than they did to unfamiliar
cnterion songs. In general, Group I and Group n perfonned the most pulsating responses
to the familiar cnterion song when the familiar cnterion song was presented as the final
activity of the class period. Moreover, regardless of the criterion song presentation order,
Group I and Group II performed nearly equal numbers of pulsating responses to the
unfamihar cnterion songs.
Both groups performed miscellaneous responses to the famiUar and unfamiliar
critenon songs. Regardless of the criterion song presentation order, Group I and Group II
performed only slightly different numbers of misceUaneous responses during the familiar
and unfamiliar criterion songs. No consistent pattern of responses of anticipation,
however, was observed between the two groups with regard criterion to song activity
presentation order.

Conclusions
Several conclusions about the music acculturation of young children may be made
as a result of this study. First, as they are continuously acculturated to music, some young
chUdren anticipate music and often physicaUy and independently respond to music during
silence. In essence, young children are capable of audiating at developmental levels, and
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responses of anticipation are initial physical representations of that developmental
audiation. Consequently, the audiation abilities of young chUdren are enhanced through the
use of music activities that encourage music and movement anticipation as well as music
and movement imitation. Second, some young children who are exposed to songs without
texts performed by adults who accompany themselves with movement, respond to that
stimuli without verbally or nonverbally being asked to respond or told to respond. Third,
the movement responses made by young children to music are developmental and are at
least dependent upon thefluctuationof physical and audiation maturation. Young chUdren
do not progress through the stages of rhythm acculturation and movement acculturation at
the same rate. Moreover, it may be expected that young chUdren begin to make purposeful
movement responses to music before they begin to make purposeful vocal responses to
music. Therefore, adults who intend to acculturate young children to music wiU enhance
the acculturation process by not forcing young chUdren to physicaUy or vocally respond to
music and by allowing for the fluctuation of children's developmental movement and
audiation abiUties. Fourth, famiUar tonalities and meters are often those tonalities and
meters that are most common to adults. Though the majority of young children are
sensitive to and respond to songs without texts in familiar tonalities and meters, they are
also sensitive to and respond to songs without texts m unfamiliar tonalities and meters.
Therefore, there is no reason to familiarize young children with only the most common
tonalities and meters. Young chUdren who are acculturated to a variety of tonalities and
meters can profit from those experiences.

Recommendations for Future Research
Researchers might investigate the relationship between responses of anticipation
and developmental music aptitudes of young children of different age groups. That
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research could be performed with songs and chants with and without texts. A longitudinal
investigation of the responses made by young children to songs and chants with and
without texts during stages of preparatory audiation conducted among young chUdren from
birth to at least age seven might further enhance the practical application of music learning
theory.
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APPENDIX A
SONGS AND CHANTS
Songs
W. Hicks

4'll * J 3 ] IJJJ'JJ IJT J I J J J J p

§hnn i-prpujj j] 11JJ i j a
ft

J l J IJJJJJ IJ"3 J IJJJJpl
W. Hicks

" II

J J|

J ji I JJ1 J. | J J'j J i l J i p j J
E. Gordon

MJ J

j j i»U>

w^m J J u J
fr J JI jj J J I j p l

^m
u

m
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W. Hicks

ft H j jJJ'iflUij j.J J'inpjji
W. Hicks

ft * r

J i n j IIIJI

"J

|J

'r

Jl

ft HJ i^Epa
E. Gordon

]

j j J J J J u'

n

J

v

J i- "
E. Gordon

jl || j . J- IQJ J- |J p J p |J hjH
frj,J.irrjJ.|J

j p i
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E. Gordon

ft t n j i n j i j,J j>u i n j
ftnj

iJ»J jiipi
E. Gordon

ft i r J \fli
P^

r JJJ J

r Lr 'r m
n
i
{'•u i H i u

m

?

W. Hicks

|, K JTjjTJu^iirrjj,jjij.j.n
W. Hicks

{' > m i rrj i rrri 11 j r n JTJ i
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E. Gordon

fr^rjHf r 'mru'r* 'rji
f r r iLLLTLT T ' 'LT'Mr r

imfLf'r*'im'ujr ipri
^

^

W Hicks

ir iyr TT T ' TT

8 p lyrrrr

ir Mr i ^ r ^
W Hicks

t

> •

•

PP

F FP

r ir * •
W. Hicks

ta

P

v v p III
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E. Gordon

j

J

y K j'j. I j'j. H H >
i I' i
j * J j'j, i J j'j-ij, j j i j , i j ^ p
J

J

1 1

4'j J' -ir P J*!' i J J.M J'J.i

E. Gordon

j »jnn in j \nn
n

j)^ U

u^

Jj l i a JJIJ » I j g

j, n j ij] i ih unn
J J J J J ' J ' ii

IHP
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E. Gordon

yT^-pT
y

J

i
*

i J J- ' j i i J>

Jj"3jj~3 ljj"3
y

w^

J

Pr P

J

h . 11

^

ijjljjllff

r

J

pr p i ^ j J i i i J>IJ.* - I
E. Gordon

j l

n

LT ILT

J

'

n

CJ l p

4 ^ U ' [J*J i J~J n i j * il
E. Gordon

ijnjj

IJJ] j « i m

^

^ JJJ J « |JT3 J J IJJ] j ^
^J3t

J IjjJ J * II
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W. Hicks

f i, J T J / n IJTJ ^
if

JJJJ

I JTj J^n

iJji'
S. Hatfield

ft=^

^JJ

J

I J J JJ^J 1 J. J II
E. Gordon

ft a J J'

J~"J

»KJ J p

ft n J h n n u -r>j_Mft P J i ^
ft J>J ijjtiia J h n n m J T ^

turn

E. Gordon

5

J J J ij

ji

fr fJJJi^Juiirjyi^ii
E. Gordon

ft a r j JTjiui j i,rn J i-m J
fr ^J^Jirj^Ji
E. Gordon

j, « n n j n n i-n n
4 li J J' J

JJJ

j
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E. Gordon

y Hr

J,,J J)|J

J'J-'r

jlJ

J |

J

i ^

f i r P r j i JT] J i im r JJ g
j

y mi

I

E. Gordon

i
ffl*

y^JinjMJ'js

^ i

±

J innu.

W

^
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E. Gordon53

pmi
ftjr:n

j n IJ

J^J

u^

i m J m m 11 p i

ft jTJj j i ; j j n i J J.J i j j , j i
Chants
E. Gordon

N

Mjr ![£/[_[ Ip*

t LTLT'c^r imrmrir*"
W. Hicks

|j

I t rrrrrNrrrrr FF

53

m

This song was adapted from Gordon no. 219 in Edwin E. Gordon and David
Woods, Jump Right In: The Music Curriculum Song Collection (Chicago: G.LA.
Publications, Inc., 1986).
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wm

W. Hicks

• •

P

•

w~w

P=VE

^rrrrrrr"
E. Gordon

4 »r P r P

r-r

j r pr p i [ [ ; r i y

r ' rrrrrr r *
f y

y

v f

i ^
W. Hicks

l

r

1

r

• * [ULLr mf 'LLTLLT LCJ "
E. Gordon

I

Y^

P^
1

r pr PT PrlexiLLT r^'i
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W. Hicks

i * rrrrirrrr'rrrrrrirrrrrrP
W. Hicks

^P

i »rr'rrrrrrp

W. Hicks

f I

• p Z j E P j i p

• • •

~p~ • • • •

|

E. Gordon

£^i

1

'j * * ir r ?m
y
f
B
4 y * *' y * * ' r' r * *
1 t t

E. Gordon

• M r r i* r r • * r r in
j'LTLTLT 'I" ' U U U ' l
t M r i r ««•
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E. Gordon

t i [jrar r i[£[f[jir * i y P
fr-r 'EXULT 'r * 'Lf'NrP
1
tm/LTT * L
' ULQT ^LTr 'Pr!
fc^

W. Hicks

i % r i ^ r >r •»m-r Tf
i r Mr i ^ r i
[ f

r r rrrirrrr *r r rrr'r r ^

P*

P

^

PP
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E. Gordon

y y t^

^

FJ

i

y y t

m

WW

y y t I rj i i t I p 1 p Ml
W. Hicks

N

ffl

EX

B•

•

^

E. Gordon

I

a

P^

r- t-

JM

p-

i UJM [ E f U J ' ^
W. Hicks

P" P

p f v Ip Iv r r p v f

j M' If H|" U [J p T a
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E. Gordon

j it r P r P i r P r' i r P r P ^
i r pr pir vr\\-1r'•

•
W. Hicks

l

I *> [UUIUJ lMF

• cucEirn
E. Gordon

i

R

1

r j rrr' n r ' rr rrr' rrr r"
W. Hicks

FS
icrrrr II

1
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E. Gordon

i MP

•=•

•

•

r P r ir

g

P\J

j [rrr r "
W. Hicks

N

i

! ill i •
W. Hicks

m

w=m i p p

• • • •

I ciLrr II
W. Hicks

i

K

[J' III ' If Ilf' [J" Ilf' [If r"
E. Gordon

B

1

1

i if rrr rr rrr r' iff if rr rn* r"
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W. Hicks

r| a r r r j ^ ^
^

^

p p p

PP

P P P P

FH

^

E. Gordon

4

8

1

r T rrr rr r r * iff

p
W. Hicks

^

im^LT'I^P

P

P F"

riff
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APPENDIX B
TONAL PATTERNS*1
Major Tonality

i

$

8

4

•

11

10

ft

J j JI j

ft

JJ J

54

Ibid., 58.

W

£

i

12
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Minor Tonality
1

fr

£

J JJ
5

^

6

7

8

J J J l J J J IJ J J IJ J •

y

ii

10

J]
r

VJ

I*

12

H U M
W

J

rf

I J d J
14

^

^

I

*

d

F=F=r^
*

I i

*

•
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APPENDIX C
RHYTHM PATTERNS55

Usual Duple Meter
1

2

i * r r r 'rrrr r 'r PP

p

i y r i[[fr
Usual Triple Meter
1

P^

P

r '[TJT i[TJT

tamrrirarjirmjisi
rtiP
55

The rhythm patterns in Appendix C are presented as they were performed. Those
patterns are based on rhythm patterns suggested by Gordon in A Music Learning Theory
for Newborn and Young Children, 59 - 62.
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APPENDIX D
FAMILIAR CRITERION SONG

E. Gordon
B

E

fi^fe^

£*E

F^
ft \ J~JmPJ i n j i i j j II
^
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APPENDIX E

UNFAMILIAR CRITERION SONGS

Week 5
W. Hicks

y jiJ'Jjj II
Week 10
W. Hicks

j j j ] J. i J ^ J T J IJ"3 J J ^

JJ^JTJ Ijjjpl
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Week 15
S. Hatfield
ff

V ft jfln'Jflcj'Jfin'J^
1

j jfln'JflLr'J^n'JTPP
Week 20

W. Hicks

fl * J J J

ifPf

•TJI i J J J M ^

£

bmJJ n

*

*

;

•

• JJI *

J" " J

1

!
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APPENDK F

EXAMPLES OF OBSERVERS' WRITTEN RECORDINGS OF RESPONSES TO THE
FAMILIAR CRITERION SONG AND THE UNFAMILIAR CRITERION SONGS56
Familiar Cnterion Song Music Responses
Observer

3_

Child

2

Week IQ

looks at teacher

looks awayfromteacher

bilaterally raises two extended arms and pats thighs to macro beats while standing
squats and swings arm front and back
//

fr » J J>J J'lJ p J ' U J J t j j J. J
looks at teacher

looks awav from teacher

wiggles fingers
during payse

bounces whole body while standing-walks away

ft ¥ n n i r a

• •

11J J I I

looks awav from teacher
looks at teacher
bilaterally raises and lowers arms and pats legs

looks awav from teacher
rocks nght and left

fHf

E

B^N
^

3t

a P3^

//

glances to teacher

looks away from teacher
rocks right and left

gg

J 1•

* I I I J 1 1 J J II

*

56

Each music response is presented above the staff during which it occurred. The
duration of each music response is indicated by an underline marking.
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FamiUar Cnterion Song Music Responses
Observer

I

Child

2 Week 2Q

looks to caregiver
looks to another child

walks backwards

bilaterally pats abdomen on macro beats
bilaterally pats

abdomen on
macro beats in
anticipation of
song dunng
pause
//

|m

h i J • J. i i h
*

looks to caregiver

F^

ft y n n i P J i n ; : i j j II
looks down
sits

looks at teacher

bilaterally pats
lap during

piiise
//

fr »j JJ ^IJ-H-H-J>J

^ij.i

bilaterally pats lap on macro beats
looks at other children

ft

y J~J n i H J m j j i j j II
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Unfamiliar Critenon Song Music Responses
Observer

2 Child

£ Week 5_

looks at teacher

fr f j n ^ ^ J i i J i ^ J ^ i ^ j r j j l 1
looks at teacher

pulls self to standing position

{' T j-a l u j j j j i r r r j j j u j j j j i
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Unfamiliar Cntenon Song Music Responses
Observer

3. Child

& Week 15

Unfamiliar Criterion Song Music Responses
looks at teacher
looks down
looks at teacher
swings cloth bag in one hand while standing
holds cloth bag, raises arms and puts bag behind neck while standing

drops cloth
bag and looks
at it on the
floor during
pause while

standing
ff

b* i Jfljiuflcjijjpjjujjjj
looks down

looks at teacher
alternates extended arms up and down in front of bodv beginning on a macro beat
swavs torso from side-to-side while standing
rocksfromfoot-to-foot while standing
runs awav
from teacher

and falls down
after song
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APPENDIX G
EXAMPLE OF A MUSIC RESPONSE PROFILE
FamiUar Criterion Song

Measures 1
Responses
Looks at teacher

ChUd

2.

Week

2Q

2 3 4 P 5 6 7 8 P 9 10 11 12 P 13 14 15 16

m ^n m ni ^D mffliIDB

mil i n

Looks at
caregiver

i

Looks at
other child
Looks down
Turns head,
shoulders, and
torso to look at
crying child

in llll

Walks backwards
BilateraUy pats
tummy dunng
pause in
anticipation of
song while
standing
Crosses arms on
chest to macro
beat

mil •

mi i

Sits to macro
beat
BilateraUy pats
lap with hands,
almost to macro
beats, whUe
seated

mil 1

USE SB

Leans on right
hand whUe
seated
p = pause

IIIII i

Observer 1 =

Observer 2 = mini

Observer 3 =
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